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Introduction

Despite the importance of the hospital in today's

society relatively little research has been performed on

the distribution and balance of influence in the hospital

as an organization. On the other hand the process by which

members determine or influence how things get done in an

organization has been the subject of extensive research

in such organizations as unions, voluntary associations,

colleges, business and industrial organizations. Studies

similar to the ones which have been performed in these

other organizations simply do not exist for hospitals.

xviii



Purpose of the Study

Therefore the purpose of this case-study was twofold.

First, was to compare the patterns of control by hierarch-

ical level in two nongovernmental, not-for-profit hospitals

(one church operated, the other nonchurch operated) to

determine what, if any, significant differences existed

between the two. This was done by assessingi (a) perceived

vs. desired control and (b) active vs. passive control.

Second, was to determine the relationship between the

perceptions of individuals at various hierarchical levels

(using the French and Raven fivefold typology) as to the

bases of supervisory control in each institution and then

to correlate those with their perceptions as to satisfac-

tion with the way immediate supervisors were doing their

Research Methodology

The methodology was essentially the same as that

used in several other studies of organizational control

in which the control graph approach and the French and

Raven fivefold typology were utilized. Data were gathered,

from members of various groups and hierarchical levels in

the two institutions, by the use of an influence question-

naire. These data were then subjected to both descriptive

and statistical analysis.

XiX



Conclusions

On Patterns of Control

Based upon the research findings* concerning the

piatterns of control which were addressed by this case-study

it was concluded that there were no significant differences

in the patterns of control in the two hospitals which

participated in the study. This conclusion was supported

by the following findings,

1, Both hospitals were perceived of as beingi

a. characterized by "oligarchic" control

structures; and

b. in need of a more equalitarian distribution

of control than that which existed in them.

2. The receipt of control in both organizations was

perceived of as being a more general principle than the

exercise of control.

On the Bases of Supervisory Control and Satisfaction

Ulhy did the respondents comply with the requests of

their organizational superiors? Of the five bases of

supervisory control measured in these two institutions,

it was concluded that the single most important reason was

because subordinates respected the competence and good

judgment of their superiors (expert control). The least

likely reason for compliance was because the supervisors

XX



could apply pressure or penalize those who did not cooperate

(coercive control).

Additionally it tuas concluded that the strongest and

most consistently positive correlations existed between

expert control and satisfaction with the way immediate

supervisors were doing their jobs. Conversely the most

negative correlations existed between coercive control and

satisfaction with the way immediate supervisors were doing

their jobs.

On the Influence of the ITledical Staff

The medical staffs in both hospitals were perceived

of as being very influential groups which exercised more

control within each of the organizations than was generally

believed they should. Additionally, while they were

perceived of as exercising a "great deal" of control, it

was the opinion of the majority of the respondents from

each institution that they were subject to only "some-

control within the organizations, a condition which is

considered to be a potential source of tension and/or

misunderstanding.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Scope of the Problem

Overview

Historians have tried over the years to give an ade-

quate definition of a hospital. All definitions have nec-

essarily varied with the purposes of the hospital. Pur-

poses have changed with the needs of the people and with

the state of medical knowledge of the times when the defi-

nition was made.

One thing is certain, hospitals have always existed

in some form or other. "There has always been some place

where the tired, the sick, the injured, the poor, the aged,

the destitute and the disabled could go to rest, to repair

their sick and broken bodies, to relieve their pain and dis-

comfort, to receive solace and comfort, or to pass their

2
last few moments on earth."

Regardless of size or purpose, a hospital must neces-

sarily follow a basic pattern of organization just as any

other business or industry if it is to achieve its purposes

There are many types of systems and organizations in

1



the hospital field which exercise control over and assume

responsibility for the functioning of a hospital, but ac-

cording to Or. Charles U. Letourneau:

All systems and organizations conform basically
to the four major functions of government of any kind
of organization. These arei

1. legislation
2. execution
3. administration
4. evaluation

These four functions of government are most commonly
associated with the constitutional law applicable to
government organizations but the principles apply
equally well to industryi to business and to educational,
religious and hospital institutions. A hospital may be
a part of a vast institutional system or may be a small
local institution serving a relatively isolated commu-
nity. 3

At the end of the The Community General Hospital , its

authors, Georgopoulos and iYlann, statet

The community general hospital could easily claim
the dubious honor of being one of the least researched
modern large-scale organizations. In spite of its
crucial function of aiding the integration and stability
of society, through the maintenance of a level of health
that permits other social institutions to accomplish
their objectives, and in spite of its far-reaching im-
pact upon nearly every facet of everyday life - particu-
larly bur economy, standards of living and community
welfare - the community general hospital has not received
more than a fraction of the scientific attention that
its importance as an organization would warrant. As yet
our understanding of its functioning, problems and
characteristics is extremely limited... and the same is
true, only more so, regarding comparative studies of
hospitals.4

The significance of this comment cannot be allowed to

escape attention, since research in the field of health

itself - the diagnosis, treatment and prevention of disease •

must rank among the oldest of guests for security, not only

among the sciences as they are established today, but in



the previous epochs of alchemy, magic and superstition

through which they all, including medicine, have passed.

Why, when the history of medicine itself is so richly docu-

mented and, of later years, so suggestive for the other

sciences, has so little regard been paid to the develop-

ment of hospital organization itself?

Dr. Reginald W, Revans has suggested that to some ex-

tent the answer to this question is found in the fact "that

5studies of hospitals were not needed." "In the past the

hospital created no serious problems for those whose hands

were on the levers of social control, for only the poor

were driven to seek its shelter. The rich were nursed at

home and died in their own beds." Along these same lines

Dr. Sam A, Edwards has suggested that:

Studies of these early hospitals were not needed or
desired for the following reasons

t

1. Paucity of hospitals.
2. Simplicity of the operation of hospitals.
3. Limited social objectives of hospitals.
4. Hospital social objectives were not recognized as

of any value to the community, with the possible excep-
tion of giving comfort to the poor... a purely local
activity.

.5. The method of financing hospital care dictated
control by a small group who associated their interests
with the immediate community,

6. Demand for hospital care was not of sufficient
importance to be significant.

7. The financing of hospitals was not an economic
problem, as development in the following areas was
limited!

a. Technology.
b. Medicine,
c. Social objectives that hospitals could attain to,
d. Public acceptance of hospitals as institutions

useful to the entire community and to each of its members,
e. The need for inter-hospital cooperation was non-

existent or not recognized, „

8. Lack of governmental interest.
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Someone in this day and age uiould have difficulty in under-

standing the expansive and benevolent amateurism with uihich

these early hospitals were established. The suggestion

that research might be needed either to identify their

problems or to point out their solutions would have been so

remote from their patronizing self-confidence as to lack

all meaning. In commenting upon this situation Or. Revans

states!

The Encyclopedia Britannica for 1911, for example* in
its article on nursing, remarks that whatever other prob-
lems the profession may face in the future, it will never
be short of recruits. Ulho, in their senses, would spend
years examining the role and status of nurses, given this
happy state of affairs? Bullock, in his 1954 report on
the profession's needs for self-realization would, to the
first daughters of Florence Nightingale, have sounded not
only pretentious but also indecent.S

Additionally these early hospitals had none of the problems

with which they are now perplexed. So long as they were run

by amateurs only for the deserving poor they made no demands

upon official consciences and so called for no official

examination. Even if he had existed the research worker

had no channel of entry either from the university or the

government department.

One does not create overnight a tradition of hospital

research. The fact that a better understanding is needed

of present day problems no longer needs emphasis. But re-

sources to carry out the search for understanding are prac-

tically non-existent. Few studies get to the heart of the



problem of "what makes for a good hospital," on which alone

a tradition of hospital research is built. Nor does one

have to look far back into American history to find equally

telling illustrations of how little progress has been made

in eliminating tha ignorance of these vital problems in the

best use of precious resources.

The Commonwealth Fund, some 30 years ago, produced a

report on the small community hospital and, in its chapter

on organization and administration, said of the doctors:

lYIen already accustomed to having their own way in

a proprietory situation promptly identify the hospital^

with themselves, thinking of the operating room as their

operating room, the nurses as their nurses, the superin-

tendent as their agent... these attitudes may lead to

irritability in the staff and early friction with the

superintendent, if not with the business men who stand

behind him. There is a good deal of jockeying for posi-

tion and much depends upon the tact and firmness with

which the hospital is run during this period. .. . Per-

haps a local disaster - a tornado or a fire - throws

into relief the advantage of the hospital to the commu-

nity and shows the doctors their own capacity for a

quick and smooth cooperation. ,. .9

In reviewing these comments Dr. Revans sayss

The author of these lines has nothing to learn about

one of the most obstinate of all hospital problems -

the cult of individualism among the medical staff -

but his drastic remedy, teamwork in disaster, is one

on which the resources of social science should be

able to improve. Nor is this all. A full program

of research into the organization and management of

hospitals would help to understand this distressing
condition among the medical staff, not merely to

ameliorate or even cure it, but to prevent it by

adequate methods of emotional inoculation in early

life. But, judged against what is needed in the way

of social therapy, present knowledge is pitiably
slender. 10

There is an advantage to this lack of knowledge and

that is in this field no misconceived theory need be



disproven before contact can be made with what may prove

useful4 Also, a very wide variety of ideas can be adapted

from other fields, from mechanical engineering to political

science, and from nonparametric statistics to social psy-

chology. But, according to Dr, Revans:

The main research problem remains that of defining,
analyzing and modifying the attitudes of those who,
in the hospitals, command the heights of power. All
three must be achieved - definition, analysis and
modification - for in the real world of suffering and
anxiety, academic or scholarly studies that do not
lend themselves to improving the human condition
have but a secondary place. They may be brilliant
excursions into the fields of statistics, anthropology,
economics or social theory, but if they do not help
to resolve the problems of hospital effectiveness
they are not research into management or organization.
These management problems can be understood only if
and when those who are actually managing personally
join or take over the research needed to resolve the
problems. This demands a radical change of view, to
recognize that, while help is available, salvation
will not be by outside experts. 11

The Problem Area

These introductory comments have identified the broad

general area in need of research as that of "research into

the organization and management of hospitals," This case-

study in particular is concerned with what Rensis Likert

has referred to as a fundamental aspect of organization

i

the process by which members determine or influence how

things get done in an organization - (the process of con-

12 .

trol). In the hospital, as m any complex organization some

groups and individuals have more influence on the operations

of the organization than others. And the part each group or
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person plays in the organization depends, among other things,

on the relative amount of influence that it has. moreover

a particular group may be perceived by its members^ and/or

others in the organization, as wielding more, or less, in-

fluence than it should insofar as organizational functioning

is concerned. The prevailing distribution of influence in

the organization may or may not coincide with the distribu-

tion that is preferred by those concerned. Imbalances of

influence may be present in the organization. Such imbal-

ances, or discrepancies between prevailing and desired pat-

terns of influence in the system, when large enough and un-

mitigated, can at least in the opinion of Georgopoulos and

IKlann based upon the results of their study, "result in power

conflicts, intraorganizational strains, and dissatisfactions

among organizational members, ultimately affecting the per-

13
formance of the organization adversely." This position xs

supported by other studies such as the one by march and

Simon^* who propose that disagreements between participants

regarding organizational facts and ideals (including those

related to control) contribute to intergroup conflict.

15
Additionally there is the study by Blake and illouton who

have underscored the importance of mutual understanding and

agreement in attaining organizational effectiveness. While

more recently iTnclYlahon and Perritt have reported, from a

study of two manufacturing plants, that they found a high

degree of concordance was directly related to measures of

effectiveness. Condordance they define as "the degree of
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agreement among hierarchical echelons' perceptions of the

17
organizational control structure,"

It is, therefore, important to know something about

the distribution and balance of influence in the hospital,

especially about the influence of key groups in the organ-

ization. Yet, despite the importance of this subject rela-

tively little research has been performed in this area,

While the number of hospitals has increased by approximately

250 since 1950, only one major research study is available

which makes any reference to the influence of key groups in

the hospital. ^^ On the other hand the process by which

members determine or influence how things get done in an

organization has been the subject of extensive research in

19.20 , ^ 1 fc- 21,22
such organizations as unions, * voluntary associations,

colleges, ^-^ business, ^^'^^'^^'^^ and industrial organiza-

tions. ^^*^^ Studies similar to these do not exist for

hospitals.

Purpose of the Study

With this background information in mind, the purpose

of this case-study becomes relatively clear. It is twofoldi

First, to compare the patterns of control by hierarchical

level in two hospitals (of different types) to determine

what, if any, significant differences exist between the two.

This is done by assessing! (a) perceived vs. desired control

and (b) active vs. passive control. (These terms are defined

in the methodology section of this chapter.) Second, to



determine the relationship between the perceptions of the

individuals at various levels (using the French and Raven

fivefold typology) as to the bases of supervisory power

in each institution and then to correlate these with their

perceptions as to satisfaction with the way their immediate

supervisors were doing their jobs.

Significance of the Study

Recent research has indicated that there is a direct

relationship between the amounts of control exercised by

members at all organizational echelons, higher performance

and increased satisfaction.
^^•^^•^^•^^•^^ This same research

has also pointed out that there are certain relationships

between control structure and member consensus. While it is

not the purpose to examine the relationship between control

and performance in these hospitals, it is within the purpose

to determine the prevailing distribution of influence which

exist within them. This distribution (which for the two

hospitals involved is discussed and developed in detail in

subsequent chapters) does not always coincide with the dis-

tribution that is preferred by those concerned and previous

studies have demonstrated that such imbalances, or discrep-

ancies between prevailing and desired patterns of influence,

when large enough and unmitigated, can result in power con-

flicts, intraorganizational strains, and dissatisfactions

among members of the organization which ultimately affect

the performance of the organization adversely. The fact
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that this study demonstrates that such imbalances or dis-

crepancies do exist in these institutions should serve as

a iuarning to the managerial personnel of these organizations

as to the existance of a real or potentially imminent

problem area that can, if uncorrected, adversely affect the

performance of their own and other similar organizations.

Additionally, it should serve as an indicator of a problem

area in hospital administration which is deserving of and

in need of further research,

Likert and Tannenbaum have suggested that the

processes underlying a system of high control and its

effects derive essentially from the satisfaction of the ego

motives of the individual, such as the desire for status,

achievement, and acceptance. If their interpretation is

correct, then one would expect reward, referent, and expert

power to be the more important bases underlying control and

its implications. In contrast, if the more traditional

Uleberian view is indeed correct, then the more important

bases of control and its effects would be legitimate author-

ity and the manipulation of rewards and sanctions. Closely

related to this point is the fact that there are empirical

studies which have shown a direct relationship between con-

trol, bases of control, performance and satisfaction with

, 23,26,32
supervisory personnel.

Use of the French and Raven fivefold typology in this

case-study permitted a categorization, within these insti-

tutions, of the more important bases of supervisory control
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as perceived by members of the organizations. Results of

this categorization tend to support the earlier findings

of Likert and Tannenbaum as opposed to the more traditional

iAIeberian vieui. The bases of control obtained by use of the

above mentioned typology uiere then correlated to perceptions

of satisfaction with the way immediate supervisors uiere doing

their jobs to demonstrate that a definite relationship did

in fact exist in these institutions between these two vari-

ables. Certainly these results point out that this is an-

other area which is in need of additional investigation and

study.

Finally significance can be found in the fact that this

is one of the first, if not the first, attempts to apply the

control graph approach to the study of control patterns in

hospitals. The success of this research should demonstrate

that there are many additional areas in need of study to

which this approach can be applied.

lYIethodology

There is a serious problem that exists in any study

of control and that is the one of measurement. In general

researchers have obtained data about control either from

available records describing the legal or structural char-

acteristics, of organizations or from informants who respond

to questions concerning how or where in the organization

decisions are made or how influence is exercised.

In 1963 Evan reviewed a number of indices that
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illustrate the measurement of control in industrial organi-

33
zations. These included, span of control t the number of

levels of hierarchy! the ratio of administrative to pro-

duction personnel} "time-span of discretion," which is de-

fined as "the maximum length of time an employee is author-

ized to make decisions on his ouin initiative uihich commit

a given amount of the resources of the organization;"

the hierarchical level at uihich given classes of decisions

are made; and the formal limitations that apply to the

decision-making authority of management.

More recently, Ulhisler, lYieyer, Baum and Sorensen have

conducted an empirical as well as analytical study in which

they focused upon the three general measures of control that

have been suggested in organizational literatures (1) indi-

vidual compensation, (2) perceptions of interpersonal

influence recorded on a questionnaire, and (3) the span of

35
control in the formal organization. These three measures

are recognized as being based upon different concepts of

the process of control in organizations. For the concept of

control identified as "control over system output" (system

control), the compensation paid the individual by the organi-

zation is used as the measure of control. Uihere control is

defined as "perceived interpersonal control," scaled per-

ceptions of individual influence is the measure of control.

And finally for the concept of control which is "formally

defined (or intended) interpersonal control," the measure

is the span of control. Each of these measures can be
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appropriate depending upon the concept of control to be

measured. In determining uihich measure to use the researcher

should take into consideration several factors, first to be

considered is the relevance of the control construct (concept)

to the other variables studied. Where the other variables

relate to the organization as a whole, for example changes

in technology, changes in size or dispersion and differences

in the environment (cultural or demographic) then the system

control concept with its "individual compensation" measure

is likely to be most relevant, Ulhen the other variables are

internal in nature, such as technology and task complexity

then the span of control measure is probably the most relevant.

Perceived control is apt to be most relevant when psycholog-

37ical variables are studied. The second factor to be taken

into consideration is ease of use. In this regard, quali-

tative differences in the various measures can be seen.

Questionnaire data are costly and difficult to gather. Com-

pensation data are often confidential, especially in private

businesses. Formal organization structures on the other

hand are normally available, provided one has a reliable

and knowledgeable informant or provided that the organization

maintains and preserves organizational charts. The avail-

ability of the different kinds of data desired is often

related to the organization or research site within which

38
the research is to be conducted. The final factor to be

discussed, which should be taken into consideration, is that

of the research design. If the research is designed to
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compare the present utith the past, then the influence ques-

tionnaire measure is unfeasible (unless the questionnaire

had for some reason been administered previously). In this

type of project it mould be necessary to use either the span

of control or compensation measures. The influence question-

naire or some variation of it; houievert may be the only

feasible measure to be used when the researcher encounters

informally organized groups, or organizations that do not

39
use monetary compensation.

Taking into consideration the concept of control (Chapter

II) and the research design (Chapter IV) the work described

in the remainder of this paper relies for measures of con-

trol largely on the averaged judgments by organization

members in response to questionnaire items dealing with the

amount of influence or control exercised by various groups

in their organization. This approach to measurement of con-

trol has limitations; yet it seems to be more suitable than

the available alternatives for the measurement of the partic-

ular concepts with which this research is concerned.

The specific methodology which is used in this study

is essentially the same as that which has been used in other

studies of organizational control in which the control graph

approach and the French and Raven fivefold typology have

been utilized. An influence questionnaire, which was

developed by using research questions from previous studies

conducted by Dr. Arnold S. Tannenbaum and others at the

Survey Research Center, Institute for Social Research,
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Department of Psychology, University of (Klichigan, tuas dis-

tributed in two very carefully chosen hospitals for the

purpose of gathering certain data from members of various

groups and hierarchical levels in the tuio institutions.

These data which have been collected are subjected to both

descriptive and statistical analysis in the following

chapters of this paper.

The control graph technique is especially utilized in

this study toi

1. measure the perceptions of various members from

several different groups and hierarchical levels, in each

of the hospitals, as to the type of control structure which

characterizes their institution (perceived control). In his

recent work Tannenbaum uses the words "actual control" in

29
his discussions of this concept,

2. measure the perceptions of this same group of indi-

viduals as to how control should be distributed in their

institution (desired control). Once again Tannenbaum uses

the words "ideal control" to describe this concept in his

29
book.

3. Compare the perceived control with the desired control

for each institution based upon the perceptions of this

group of individuals.

4. measure the perceptions of this same group as to

the "active" and "passive" control curves which characterize

their institution.

"Active Control" in this context means the extent
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to which the actor (either an individual or a group)

exercises control in the organization.

"Passive Control" on the other hand means the extent

to which the actor is controlled within the organization,

5, IKleasure the perceptions of these same respondents

as to the amount of perceived and desired control (influence)

that the medical staff has or should have on how their

institution functions - on how it is run and how it operates.

The French and Raven fivefold typology is used in the

study to measure the perceptions of these same individuals

as to what constitutes the bases of supervisory control in

each of these institutions.

Assumptions

In adopting the control graph approach to the measure-

ment of control, the assumption is made that organization

members as a group are able to provide reasonably valid

and reliable data. There are those who would call this

assumption into question saying that it is apparent that

organization members differ in their judgment about control.

In response to this, it is important to bear in mind that

the reliability of the measures, which are intended as

organizational indices, is a function of the number of

respondents chosen from each of the organizations studied.

Thus, although the reliability of scores based on an indi-

vidual's responses may be low, averaged responses may be

quite stable. The fact that individual respondents may be
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unsure of their ansuiers and that they may be in error does

not in itself vitiate the method, provided that respondents

give better than chance answers, that the errors are random,

and that a sufficient number of respondents are available.

It is assumed in this study that these conditions do in

fact prevail. Additionally it is assumed, based on the

results of previous research, that the control graph approach

to the study of control in organizations, was and is an

empirically reliable and valid approach to the study of this

concept.

Organization of the Study

The remainder of this paper is devoted to developing

and testing these concepts. Chapter II elaborates on the

nature of control, answering such questions ast (l) lAIhat

is control? (2) lAlhat are its functions? and (3) What are

the bases for control? Chapter III discusses at some length

the "control graph" and its application to the study of

control in organizations. Chapter I\l is devoted to the

research design, method and procedure used in the study.

Also included in this chapter are such items as the (1) se-

lection of the participating hospitalsj (2) selection of

the respondents; and (3) methodological limitations of the

study. Finally Chapter M presents the findings of this

investigation, while the sixth chapter summarizes the disser-

tation, drawing those conclusions which seem reasonable in

light of the results, and indicates the implications this
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inquiry holds for further research.

Data not an integral portion of the body of the paper

but supplemental in nature, are included in appendices,

and are cross-referenced in the appropriate places in the

text.
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CHAPTER II

THE NATURE OF CONTROL

Overvieuj

What exactly does control mean? When this question

was asked of a number of managers, in both government and

industry, the answers showed a general lack of agreement.

It is important that managers have a clear understand-

ing of this concept. A manager who does not understand

control cannot be expected to exercise it in the most

efficient and effective manner. Nor can staff men whose

duty it is to design systems and procedures for their

organizations design efficient systems unless they possess

a clear understanding of control. And certainly anyone who

is subject to control by others has to understand clearly

what that means if he is to be contented in their relation-

ship,

When control is not understood, good management is a

very improbable result. This is especially true when -

as frequently it is - control is identified with management,

or is confused with certain devices of management, such as

22
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objectives, plans, organization charts, policy statements,

deligation of authority, procedures, and the like. Sheriuin

has stated that "the manager who believes managing and con-

trolling are the same thing has wasted one word and needs

a second to be invented," He goes on to add that "one

who believes he has provided for control when he has estab-

lished objectives, plans, policies, organization charts, and

so forth, has made himself vunerable to really serious

consequences, A clear understanding of control is there-

3
fore indispensable in an effective manager.

Understanding control really means understanding at

least three principal things about itj iilhat it is; what its

functions arej and finally the bases for its existence. By

addressing these three things I have framed a concept of

control that serves as a basis for the research which was

conducted as a part of this dissertation,

UJhat is Control

The word control is difficult to define as it appears

to have different meanings in different contexts when used

by different authors. For example Clark statesi

"Control" means, primarily, coercioni orders backed
by irresistible power. In a sense, no coercion is truly
irresistible, or almost none. One can always break the
law if one will take the consequences.,, and sometimes
the penalty is less than the profits of the offense.
But the earmark of coercive control is penalties, imposed
by a power which can, if it will, make them heavier than
anyone but the most desperate would deliberately incur,

4

He readily admits there are other means of exercising control.
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Neuiman, on the other hand, defines control asi

... seeing that operating results conform as nearly as
possible to the plans. This involves the establishment
of standards, motivation of people to achieve these
standards, comparison of actual results against the
standard, and necessary corrective action when performance
deviates from the plan.

5

Oubin, in writing of control within organizations but

nevertheless applicable to society in general, statesi

Control within an organization has two major dimensions!
Ule can conceive of control as the process of developing
systems of standards for the guidance of organization
behaviori we can view control as a system for enforcing
standards of organization behavior,

5

Roucek defines control as "a collective term for those

processes, planned or unplanned, by which individuals are

taught, persuaded, or compelled to conform to the usages and

life-values of groups," He expands his definition by stating

furtheri

Control occurs when one group determines the behavior
of another group, when the group controls the conduct of

its own members, or when individuals influence the re-
sponses of others,.,. Control, consequently, operates
on three levels - group over group, the group over its
members, and individuals over their fellows. In other
words, control takes place when a person is induced or
forced to act according to the wishes of others whether
or not in accordance with his own individual interests,?

Hill and Egan have defined controlt

As the selection of guidelines for the decisions
of lower participants as well as the establishment of

rules to enforce conformity to the standards of per-

formance which are set by superiors,

8

ITlore recently Tannenbaum has defined control asi

Any process in which a person or group of persons
or organization of persons determines, that is, inten-

tionally affects, the behavior of another person, group,
or organization,

9
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It becomes apparent from these quotes that "the word

control has the serious shortcoming of having different mean-

ing in different contexts"^° This attribute has been noted

11 12
by such authors as Drucker, Kast and Rosenzuieig,

Litterer,^"' and Luneski.^^ Each points out that management

control may be \yiei»ied in two parts. One relates to the

achievement of effective control over subordinates through

the direction of their activities. The second relates to

the evaluation of the desired outcome of an activity and the

making of corrections when necessary. This dichotomy has

been summarized well by Reeves and Woodwardi

In the literature relating to organizational behavior

there is ambiguity in the use of the word control. The

confusion arises largely because to control can also mean

to direct. Precisely defined control refers solely to

the task of ensuring that activities are producing the

desired results. Control in this sense is limited to

monitoring the outcome of activities, reviewing feed back

information about this outcome, and if necessary taking

corrective action. 15

Partially because of this confusion, control is considered

to be "one of the thorniest problems of management today."

While it has been widely discussed, there are still some

writers who content that it lacks a common area of under-

standing. It has "scarcely any generally accepted principles,

and everyone in the field, therefore, works by intuition and

17
folklore," Rowe has notedi

Although management control is widely discussed, little

has been done to formulate a body of principles for use

in business system design. 18

Furthermore, Jerome has pointed outi
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Principles and procedures and substantive content
simply have not been rigorously developed in the area
of executive control, 19

More recently, ITlockler has uurittent

In spite of the fact that management control is one
of the basic management functions, there is no comprehen-
sive body of management control theory and principles
to which executives can turn for guidance in performing
their management control functions, 20

Recognizing this ambiguity regarding the use of the term

control and the alleged lack of control theory it is necessary

to state that the definition of control used in this paper

is the one provided by Tannenbaum which has been referenced

above. In effect, this eliminates from consideration the

works of those authors who use the term control to refer

solely to the traditional "constant cyclic-type activity of

plan-do-compare-correct" with its "continuous, concomitant

system of communication or flow of information," For a

rather comprehensive review of the work done in this area

the reader is referred to a recent article written by Giglioni

and Bedeian, who concluded by statingi

Even though control theory has not achieved the level

of sophistication of some other management functions, it

has developed to a point that affords the executive ample

opportunity to maintain the operations of his firm under

check. Unquestionably however, continued interest and

research in this area are necessary to bring control

theory to new levels of sophistication and, above all,

pragmatism, 21

Although the definition of control provided by Tannenbaum

and utilized in this study conforms essentially to what many

22
authors mean by control, power, or influence, there cer-

tainly are differences of opinion regarding the definition
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23 24 »
of these terms, * For example, some writers prefer to

think of power as an exclusively coercive form of control.

Weber was the first of the classic authors on organization

to reject this limited notion of power, and many contemporary

social scientists, including Tannenbaum, are inclined to

think of power as having bases in addition to, although by

no means excluding, coercive ones. Some authors like to

think of power in terms of differentials or ratios that

describe the relative "strengths" of persons in a system.

In this view power is essentially the effect that one person

has on a second compared with that which the second has on

the first. This is an important index of power relations,

but it is conceptually a derivative of the more general

definition proposed by Tannenbaum and the one used in this

paper, A number of authors prefer to distinguish power

from control by defining power essentially as the ability

or capacity to exercise control, that is, as "potential

control." For example, Goldhamer and Shils state that "a

person may be said to have power to the extent that he

influences the behavior of others in accordance with his own

intentions, "^^ While Etzioni says that "power is an actor's

ability to induce or influence another actor to carry out

his directives or any other norms he supports," Both of

these definitions are consistent in essential respects with

the one used in this paper, although Etzioni 's statement

implies what is called "potential control." (Ylany authors

use the term "authority" to refer to the formal right to
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exercise control i and I do likewise in this paper.

The meaning of control, then as defined in this paper,

can be seen in a simple graph which represents control as

a cycle beginning with an intent on the part of one person,

followed by an influence attempt addressed to another person,

who then acts in some way that fulfills the intent of the

first. Figure 1 presents the control process in its

simplest form.

Intent of
person A

thai
fulfills

leads
to

behavior of
perso

resulting in

Figure 1. The Control Process

influence
attempt
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This graph was originated by Tannenbaum who states thatj

There are, of course, many elements in addition
to those indicated that are important in understanding
this process. These include the assumptions and values
of the actors, the 'basis of power" that help explain
B's response, and the great variety of means by which
A attempts to influence B. Such means may be direct or
indirect; they may include orders or requests, threats
or promises, and so forth. The behavior of B may in-
volve relationships with other persons or it may involve
actions in relation to technological elements, such as
tools, computers, or production lines. Thus technology
may enter into the cycle at various points, creating
what has been called a "sociotechnical" system. For
example, computers may provide A with information that
leads him to request B to do one thing rather than
another. Or A may simply use the computer to tell B,

A may also speed up a production line, which illustrates
another form of influence attempt on B,

The intentions of A may be initiated by him, or
they may be the intentions of others that are acquired
by A, These intentions may imply quite specific actions
for B, as when a supervisor gives detailed instructions
to a subordinate; or they may be very general, although
no less real, as in the formulation of organizational
policy. The behavior of B, which is the object of A's
intentions, may, in our definition, be covert as well
as overt. A, for example, may have intentions regarding
the intentions of B, and vice versa, 27

It can be stated then that Figure 1, although sim-

plified, represents the essence of the control process, as

it has been defined. Such a cycle, as that depicted in the

graph, includes essentially what Etzioni refers to as "com-

pliance," The control cycle is a basic unit of organization

structure; organizations are composed of large numbers of

such cycles in interrelationship. If a cycle breaks down

at any point, for whatever reason, control cannot be said
no

to exist. Chronic breakdowns of such cycles imply a

breakdown in the organization itself.
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IMhat are its Functions

Just as control has been variously defined, so has

the concepts as to the functions of control varied. Con-

trol has been conceptualized in both a narrow and broad

sense, as evident in the folloiuing quotes from different

writers.

In the broad social sense Ross has stated thatt

The function of control is to preserve that indis-
pensable condition of common life, social order. Ulhen
this order becomes harder to maintain, there is a demand
for more and better control. When this order becomes
easier to maintain, the ever-present demand for indivi-
dual freedom and for toleration makes itself felt. The
supply of social control is evoked, as it were by the
demand for it, and is adjusted to that demand. 29

Young condenses this definition further by stating that the

function of control is "to bring about comformity, soli-

30darity, and continuity of a particular group of society."

Roucek, in commenting on Young's definition, statesj

These purposes may possibly guide far-seeing states-
men of social scientists, but most individuals who en-
deavor to control their fellow men show little perspec-
tive in their efforts. Often they merely struggle to
increase the acceptance of the modes of conduct that
they themselves prefer. 31

Ulhile writing of control within the organization, as opposed

to society in general. Hill and Egan have stated thati

Control is a critical element in the administrative
process. Its purpose is to insure that work activities
are directed toward the accomplishments of stated ob-
jectives. Therefore, it compliments both the determina-
tion of goals and the subsequent structuring of work
flows which are intended to accomplish these aims. Since
both of these elements are continuing processes, regu-
latory mechanisms also must extend over time. As a re-

sult they bear a vital relationship to adaptation and
innovation, 32
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In another place these same authors states

If control is to approach its ideal use, it must
perform three functions! (1) evaluation, (2) enforcement,
and (3) motivation. Too often, however, emphasis is
concentrated on the second function, managers fail to

pay sufficient attention to the monitoring processes
which must be used to gather, sift, and evaluate infor-
mation pertinent to the activities to be governed.
Frequently, even less attention is devoted to con-
structing a system which is designed to motivate de-
sirable forms of behavior. Failure to give sufficient
weights to each of these functions can lead to the
creation of dysfunctional control procedures. 33

Tannenbaum, on the other hand, writing about the functions

of control, in an organization, states thati

A social organization is an ordered arrangement of

individual human interactions. Control processes help
circumscribe idiosyncratic behaviors and keep them con-

formant to the rational plan of the organization.
Organizations require a certain amount of conformity as

well as the integration of diverse activities. It is
the function of control to bring about conformance to

organizational requirements and achievement of the
ultimate purposes of the organization. The coordi-
nation and order created out of the diverse interests
and potentially diffuse behaviors of members is largely

a function of control. 34

Since I have previously elected to accept Tannenbaum'

s

definition of control, for the sake of continuity I also

recognize and accept his concepts as to the functions of

control.

UJhat are the Bases for Control

Theories on the bases of control have changed through

the years as the concepts of control have changed, and

although the theoretical analysis of control in social

systems has been utilized for a long time, empirical re-

search has only recently been initiated in organizations.
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The "human-relations" approach that inspired a great

deal of research in organizations avoided explicit reference

to social power or control i partly because these terms

carried connotations that were inconsistent with the ideal

of the harmonious, conflict-free organization. This re-

search was concerned implicitly with enhancing the control

exercised by management through devising more effective

techniques of supervision and through reducing "resistances"

on the part of workers to managerial policies. Therefore,

some advocates of human relations were committed, implicitly

at least, to enhancing control within organizations while

( denying its importance - a contradiction that, according

to Crozier, may have contributed to the charge that human

relations was manipulative.

Traditionally, the concept of power has been associated

with forms of tyranny, elitism or authoritarianism, or with

conflict and struggle. Almost all the literature on the

power of leadership, according to Bell, stems from the works

of Aristotle and Iflachiavelli and is committed to "the image

of the mindless masses and the image of the strong-willed

leader.""'^ Bendix maintains that historically, ideologies

of management have grown up specifically to justify the

employers* exercise of authority, which was associated in

one way or another with the subordination or expliotation

37
of workers.

UJhile many of the classical conceptions of control,

including those of Uleber in bureaucracies and lYiichels in
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political organizations, have been valuable in analyses of

contemporary organizations, the changing character of soci-

eties and organizations over the years is making apparent

some of the limitations of the older concepts. The emphasis

in contemporary social science on quantitative research has

also contributed to changes in interpretations of the con-

trol process because of the need to develop concepts that

are operational as well as theoretically meaningful. At

the same time, research findings themselves have led to

38
reinterpretations of some of the older conceptions.

The changes, of course, with which this section is

concerned is the changes that have taken places in analyses

of the bases of power. Coercion played a prominent role

in the traditional analyses, consistent with the presumed

conflict between leaders and followers. Leaders were to be

obeyed out of fear of punishment or hope for reward. Weber,

however, has argued that the stability of social systems

depends on acceptance by followers of the right of leaders

to exercise control. This implies legitimate authority,

and Uleber defines three types j (l) "Charismatic" authority,

according to which leaders are thought to be endowed with

extraordinary, sometimes magical powers. Charisma on the

part of a leader elicits obedience out of awe. It is illus-

trated in its pure form by "the prophet, the warrior hero,

the great demagogue," (2) "Traditional" authority, which

appertains to those who have the right to rule by virtue

of birth or class, The traditional leader is obeyed because
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it is the thing to do and because he or other members

of his family have always been followed. Examples are

certain patriarchs, monarchs, or feudal lords. (3) "Legal"

authority, which applies to those who hold leadership posi-

tions because of demonstrated technical competence. The

legal leader is obeyed out of a sense of duty to the law.

In the ideal bureaucracy, leadership is based almost exclu-

39
sively on legal authority.

The nature of authority visualized within this frame-

work is consistent with many of the traditional analyses:

Weber's authority figures are prophets, warriors, dema-

gogues, partriarchs, lords and bureaucrats. However, more

recent analyses have outlined additional bases of power,

Simon, for example, points to the importance of social

acceptance and approval. Approval and disapproval repre-

sent forms of reward and punishment, but they deserve special

consideration because they are frequently dispensed, not

only by the designated leader, but also by others. There-

fore, a subordinate may obey a supervisor, not so much

because of the rewards and punishments meted out by the

supervisor, as because of the approval and disapproval by

the subordinate's own peers. Confidence may be another

basis for acceptance of a supervisor's authority. A sub-

ordinate may, for example, trust the judgment and therefore

accept the authority of a superior in areas where the leader

has expertise. French and Raven make a further distinction

between the influence of a leader based on confidence by
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subordinates in the leaders' expert knoiuledge and "infor-

mational influence" based on acceptance by subordinates of

41
the logic of the arguments that the leader offers. An

expert leader i then, may exercise control, not simply

because he is an acknowledged authority, but because his

decisions, being based on expertise, are logical, appro-

priate, and convincing. Subordinates are persuaded that

the decisions are correct.

Some of these concepts represent radical departures

from the traditional ones where coercion played a prominent

role in the analyses of the bases of power.

French and Raven have developed a fivefold typology

which suggests a number of different categories of bases

42
of control. This framework offers a clear distinction

between the various categories of control. They list five

specific bases of power which are as followst

1. Reward Powers This is based on a subordinate's

perception that a superior has the ability to mediate

rewards for him.

2. Coercive Power t This is based on a subordinate's

perception that a superior has the ability to mediate

punishments for him.

3. Legitimate Powers This is based on internalized

values which dictate that there is a legitimate right to

influence and an obligation to accept this influence. The

organizational position of the superior is a major factor

of the legitimate power base.
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4, Referent Power: This is based on the desire of

a subordinate to identify with a superior. The identifi-

cation of the subordinate can be maintained if he behaves,

believesj or perceives as the superior does.

5. Expert Power: This is based on a subordinate's

perception that a leader has some special knowledge or

expertise in a given area. Experience, training, reputation,

and demonstrated ability are among the many reasons why a

subordinate attributes expertness to a superior.

Recently there has been another base of control sug-

gested by Katz and Kahn, They call their new power variable,

"incremental influence," which they say is stated as follows;

...we consider the essence of organizational leader-
ship to be the influential increment over and above the

mechanical comoliance with routine directives of the
organization. A

3

The five bases proposed by French and Raven and the

incremental concept offered by Katz and Kahn afford re-

searchers an important conceptual distinction. Reward

power, coercive power, and legitimate power are exercised

primarily in areas which are largely specified by the organ-

ization. For example, a person's position in the organiza-

tional structure largely dictates his degree of power in

these three areas. However, the exercise of referent and

expert power are idiosyncratic in character; i.e., these

power bases are uniquely determined by the behavior of the

superior and his ability to interact with subordinates.

Therefore, the superior's ability to influence his subordi-

nates, based on the referent and expert power forms.
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constitutes an increment which is beyond that dictated by

his position in the organizational structure. Consequently,

referent power and expert power are the bases of incremental

influence and are operationalized as the combination of

44
referent power and expert power.

Two other changes which have occurred in the conception

of control are worthy of mention before this section is

completed. First there is the change which relates to the

assumptions concerning the mutuality - unilaterality of

control. A view common to traditional analyses argues

that the control process is unilateral; one either leads

or is led, is strong or weak, controls or is controlled.

Simmel, in spite of his general adherence to the traditional

conflict view of power, noted a more subtle interaction

underlying the appearance of "pure superiority" on the part

of one person and the "purely passive being led" of anothert

"All leaders are also led? in innumerable cases the master

is the slave of his slaves." Several social scientists

emphasize the fact that contemporary analyses are more

likely than the earlier ones to consider relationships of

mutual as well as unilateral power, of followers influencing

leaders, as well as vice versa. Finally there is the change

which has taken place in the assumptions as to the total

amount of control in an organization. Traditional analyses

of social power assume that the total amount of power in a

social system is a fixed quantity and that leaders and

followers are engaged in a "zero sum games" t increasing the
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power of one party must be accompained by a corresponding

decrease in the pouier of the other. Nouu social scientists

46 47 46 49
such as Lammers, Likert, Parsons, Tannenbaum and Kahn

are inclined to question the generality of this assumption.

They believe that the total amount of power in a social

system can grow and that the leaders and followers can

therefore enhance their power jointly. The converse is

also true in their opinion.

Summary

In summarizing the Nature of Control it can be statedi

(l) that there is a certain amount of ambiguity associated

with the term "control" but that as it is used in this

paper it refers to any process in which a person or group

of persons or organization of persons determine, that is,

intentionally affects, the behavior of another person,

group or organization; (2) that its functions are diverse

but the recognized one in this thesis is the one contributed

to Tannenbaum, namely that its function is to bring about

conformance to organizational requirements and achievement

of the ultimate purposes of the organizationi and (3) that

there are at least six bases of control which have been sub-

jected to empirical research - reward, coercive, legitimate,

referent, expert and incremental.

Organizational control has been studied from a number of

different approaches, one of which is the control graph

approach - the subject of Chapter III.
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CHAPTER III

THE CONTROL GRAPH AND ITS APPLICATION TO THE
STUDY OF CONTROL IN ORGANIZATIONS

The Control Graph

The control structure of an organization can be repre-

sented in terms of a general schema which has been called

the "control graph." Such a graph was first applied by

Tannenbaum and Kahn in 1957 to a study of four trade-union

locals. This schema characterizes the control structure

of an organization in terms of two axes. The horizontal

axis of this graph represents a scale of hierarchical levels

in an organization. It may run from rank-and-file members

at the low end through various levels to the president

(top management) at the high end. The vertical axis of the

control graph represents the amount of control over the

organization's policies and actions that is exercised by

each of the hierarchical levels. This may vary according

to Tannenbaum and Kahn's approach from "none" to "a very

great deal of control," Thus, "having a great deal of control"

means that persons at the hierarchical level under consider-

ation determine in large degree the specific actions and

policies of the organization . "Having no control" on

this dimension means that all persons at a given level have

43
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no "say" or influence in determining the policies and ac-

tions of the organization. A curve can be created by plot-

ting and connecting the points that show the amount of con-

trol characteristic of each hierarchical level. Figure 2,

graphically illustrates this concept.

It is clear from this graph that an infinite number of

Amount of
control
exercised

A very great ,

deal

A great deal

Quite a bit .

Some

Little or
none

Top
Level

middle
Level

Bottom
Level

Hierarchical Echelons

Figure 2. The Control Graph

curves of varying shapes are possible. For example, a curve

may have a negative slope, indicating that the amount of

control increases as one goes up the hierarchy (Figure 3).

It is also conceivable for the curve to have a positive

slope (Figure 4). This shape of curve applies to an
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organization where individuals at the louier level as a group

have more control than the individuals at the uppermost

level, even though these may be active and effective leaders.

In some organizations, there may be very little increase

in the degree to which the various levels institute control

until the top of the organization is reached; there a great

increase takes place. This type of organization is con-

trolled by only a few individuals (Figure 5). Other organi-

zations may be characterized by a relatively flat curve.

Such a curve may be low and flat, indicating a very low

degree of control throughout the organization (dotted line

in Figure 6). On the other hand, a flat curve might be

high on the vertical axis, indicating that people at all

High

Low

Top Bottom

Hierarchical Levels

Figure 3, Autocratic lYIodel

High

Low

Top Bottom

Hierarchical Levels

Figure 4. Democratic Model
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levels in the organization have a great deal of influence

2
(solid line in Figure 6),

It should also be readily apparent that these curves

may differ from one another, not only in their shape, but

also in their average height, suggesting, at least theoret-

ically, that organizations may differ in their total amount

of control, as well as in the relative amount of control

exercised by the respective hierarchical levels. If this

be true, then it becomes apparent that the control graph

illustrates a concept that is in opposition to what some

writers refer to as "the dominant tendency in the litera-

ture... that there is a fixed quantity of power in any

3
relational system...."

High

Lou

Top Bottom

Hierarchical Levels

Figure 5, Dictatoral lYlodel

High

Low

Top Bottom

Hierarchical Levels

Figure 6 . Anarchic and Poly-
archic Models
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The assumption of a variable amount of control in

organizations represents to Tannenbaum, an assumption of

basic theoretical and practical importance. He statesi

Theoretically, this assumption opens up a number
of possibilities that would not otherwise be apparent.
Consequently it allows us to resolve what might other-
wise appear to be opposing and irreconcilable arguments
concerning the implications of control in organizations.
For example, one argument holds that the enhancement of

control by rank-and-file members is essential for in-
creasing organizational effectiveness, because involve-
ment in decision making by these persons, especially in

the context of a "democratic society," is necessary to

foster conditions of identification, motivation, and

loyalty. On the other hand, the conflicting argument
goes, a high degree of control by leaders is necessary
for the efficient direction and administration of organ-

izations. Our use of the control graph has led us to

question the "fixed-pie" assumption underlying this
controversy and has raised the question of why increased
control exercised by both leaders and members does not

create conditions for more effective organizational
performance.

4

Control curves then give us, by implication, a good

deal of information about an organization. They tell us

something about how control is distributed in an organiza-

tion also something about the total amount of control that

is instituted in that organization. They can also tell us

whether the actor is doing the controlling (active control)

or is being controlled (passive control). They can be used

to describe the amount of control and the distribution of

control that is desired by the membership. This can then

be compared with the perceived control curves. If these two

curves, perceived and desired, were superimposed, the dis-

crepancies between them would be expected to have an important

bearing on membership participation, involvement, and loyalty
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to the organization. In an organization where the perceived

control curve differs sharply from the desired curve one

would expect to find a corresponding degree of dissat-

isfaction, frustration, and disaffection among the members.

This can be contrasted with another hypothetical organiza-

tion which has the same perceived control curve but in which

the desired control curve corresponds more closely to the

perceived curve and in which one would expect and predict a

5
greater degree of membership satisfaction and loyalty.

Several capabilities of the control graph approach to

the study of control in organizations have been suggested

in the literature. Some of them are as followsi

1. It provides a convenient device for characterizing

and thinking about control in social systems.

2. It provides a method of description which is both

quantitative and conceptually meaningful. In this sense it

has been stated that it can be used to conceptualize the

prescriptions of major organizational theories in terms of

the amount and distribution of control affecting organizational

8
functioning.

3. It illustrates the importance of two distinct aspects

of control in organizations! the distribution of control and

9
the total amount of control.

4. It has been offered as one approach to the compara-

tive study of organizations with the advantages of being a

general, quantitative technique with conceptual as well as

operational potentialities.
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5. It opens up to the process of scientific testing a

number of hypotheses that have been discussed primarily in

speculative terms. ^^ For example, it can be used to test

hypotheses which emanate from bureaucratic theory, potwer

equalization and participative management models as well as

the theory of a possibly increase in the amount of total

. , 12
control.

This is an impressive list but it is not the writer's

intention to suggest that these are unique characteristics

of the control graph approach only, or to create the impres-

sion that the approach is without weaknesses, because it does

have some definite limitations. One of the most criticized

limitations pertains to the method of measuring control.

The control graph approach relies for measures of control

largely on the averaged judgments by organization members

to questionnaire items dealing with the amount of influence

or control exercised by various groups in their organization

and, of course, organization members differ in their judgments

about control. Proponents of this approach logically explain

away this limitation by maintaining that averaged responses

are quite stable. And by stating that the fact that in-

dividual respondents may be unsure of their answers and

that they may be in error does not in itself vitiate the

method, provided that respondents give better than chance

answers, that the errors are random, and that a sufficient

number of respondents are available.
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Another limitation pertains to the fact that there are

aspects of control in organizations that appear to have

broad implications, but are not fully reflected in the con-

trol graphs as they are presently drawn. While the graphs

are designed to describe the amount of control that indi-

viduals at various hierarchical levels exercise, they do

not describe the means through which this control is

exercised.

Finally there is the limitation that these curves may

be better diagrammed in terms of specific areas of control

rather than in terms of general control in the organization.

Critics of the approach maintain that if specific areas are

used, a satisfactory way of integrating these to provide an

overall picture must be developed.

Despite these limitations the control curves have been

used successfully to test relationships between aspects of

control and other organizational factors. IKlany questions

and hypotheses relating control to other functions in organ-

izations have been proposed in the literature. For example,

how does control relate to conformity behavior, to partici-

pation, to leadership characteristics, to the ideology or

philosophy of an organization? Ulhat effects do such vari-

ables have on the control structure of an organization, and

in what ways are they affected by that structure? These

and other implications and questions relating to the use of

these curves are summarized below.
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Applications

Prototypes

The control curves characterize in terms of two contin-

uous variables a number of organizational types that have

heretofore been treated as important but discrete. Such

concepts as democracy, autocracy, and laissez-faire as

distinct types or classes of control structure are brought

into a single schema. Thus, this approach provides a

unitary way of looking at these types, and at the same time

working with the many variations between these extremes.

Several articles have been written on this subject, but

one of the more informative ones is the article written

by Tannenbaum in which he discusses the various types of

organizational control, based on a study of four local

unions.
-^"^ Other supporting studies include the ones accom-

plished by Tannenbaum and KahnJ Likert;^^ ITlann and Hoffman;

1 7

yUilliams, Hoffman and lYlann;^^ and mclflahon and Perritt.

Distribution of Control

The control curve presents a picture of the control

distribution in an organization. Organizational control,

however, is a more fluid and dynamic process than is

suggested by the control curves, which reflect the situation

at a given point in time. The question of alignments and

1 8
coalitions is one that should be considered. For example,

one group may be lower than another in the amount of control
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it can institute in the organization, but it might add to

its effective control by joining forces with a third group.

Groups might do this on a temporary basis relative to a

specific issue, or they might form a more permanent faction

or clique.

The distribution of control in formal organizations

has been the subject of investigation by Tannenbaum and

Georgopoulos. In summarizing the results of their study

the authors make the following statements}

Ule have presented an analytical framework for the

study of the distribution of control in formal organi-

zations, illustrated with data from recent research,

and have indicated some of the issues involved as well

as some of the directions which further research may

follow. Beginning with the "control graph," we have

elaborated on four major concepts pertaining to the

distribution of controli (1) active control, (2) passive

control, (3) orientations of control, and (4) sources

of control. In each case, we have proposed some hy-

potheses which could be fruitfully investigated within

a distribution of control approach to the study of

formal organization. 20

The distribution of control in foreign industrial

organizations has also been the subject of investigation.

with the idea in mind that organizations in all societies

share common characteristics.^ The universality and

centrality of control in organizations suggest it as an

important area for study and particularly as an area within

which comparative research may profitably be conducted.

Total Amount of Control

The issue of total amount of control in a system has

been of concern to social scientists more implicitly than
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explicitly. Wost analyses of control have been concerned

with the relative control exercised by groups uiithin

organizations rather than with total amount. The litera-

ture, therefore, provides little guidance concerning the

conditions under which the amount of control in a system

may expand.

As was pointed out in Chapter II, traditional analyses

of social power assumed that the total amount of power in

a social system was a fixed quantity and that leaders and

followers were engaged in a "zero sum game," where increas-

ing the power of one party must be accompanied by a corre-

sponding decrease in the power of the other.

Today there are several social scientists who are

inclined to question this assumption of a fixed quantity

of total amount of power. Among this group one finds such

names as Deutsch, Lammers, Likert, Parsons, Tannenbaum and

Kahn. In their opinion the total amount of power in a

social system can grow, and leaders and followers can

therefore enhance their power jointly. Conversely, the

total power may, in their opinions, also decline, with all

the groups in the system suffering corresponding decreases.

The control graph is of important theoretical interest

concerning this subject since it generates two organizational

or system measures; the total amount of control represented

by the height of the control curve and the distribution of

control represented by the slope. These measures have been

used to describe an organization's control structure and in
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hypothesis testing by operationalizing prescriptions of

23
different organizational theories.

3
In his book, Control in Organizations , Tannenbaum

presents a collection of programmatic studies in which the

control graph is used to identify relationship between the

amount and distribution of control and measures of organi-

zational, effectivsness defined largely in terms of members'

satisfaction and some production indicators. Specifically,

it is demonstrated that organizational effectiveness is

directly related to the amount of total control (the mean

24
height of the control graph) It is in this work that

Tannenbaum uses the control graph approach to attack the

controversy concerning the quantity of power in a social

system.

Our use of the control graph has led us to question
the "fixed-pie" assumption underlying this controversy
and has raised the question of why increased control
exercised by both leaders and members does not create
conditions for more effective organizational per-
formance. 25

He demonstrates how, by using the control curves, an

increase in the total amount of control can be measured.

Curve X, in Figure 7, illustrates this concept. He says

"by comparison with curve A, curve X is both more 'dem-

ocratic,' in the sense of greater control by lower echelons,

and more 'oligarchic,' in the sense of greater control by

upper echelons - which in traditional terms, is a contra-

diction."^^ For a more definitive explanation of how this,

in his opinion, can occur and for a discussion of some of the
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approaches he sees as being possible to enhancing the total

amount of control the reader is direc

23 of his previously referenced book.

amount of control the reader is directed to pages 14 through

3

Amount of
control
exercised

A very great
deal

A great deal -

Quite a bit -

Some -

Little or -

none

Top
Level

middle
Level

Bottom
Level

Hierarchical Echelons

Figure 7, Increase in Total Amount of Control

Perceived and Desired Control

Control curves have been drawn on the basis of re-

sponses to questions asked of members regarding the amount

of control which various echelons or levels exercise. In
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addition to providing a description of the situation as

members see it, the graph has also been used to characterize

the pattern of control uihich members desire. These concepts

have often been referred to in the literature as "actual"

and "ideal" control respectively. Comparisons have then

been made of perceived and desired control based on the

judgments of members of the organizations. Smith and

Tannenbaum used this approach to accomplish a comparative

analysis of several aspects of organizational control for

27
a number of organizations. Tannenbaum used this approach

in a study of control and effectiveness in the "The League

of Woman Voters.
"^^

French, Israel and As, have presented experimental

data to show that discrepancies between the influence which

members perceive to exist in an organization and that which

they feel should exist are related to aspects of worker -

29
management relations and to member satisfaction.

Finally, march and Simon have argued that disagree-

ments between members and leaders regarding organizational

facts and ideals, including facts and ideals about control,

are among the conditions contributing to intergroup conflict

within organizations, and that one might also expect these

discrepancies to have some bearing on member satisfaction

and productivity.

23 31
From these and other studies ' it can be seen that the

control graph approach can be used to study relationships

between control, organizational effectiveness, and member

attitudes.
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Control and Uniformity

The relationship betuieen control and member uniformity

has been traditionally subsumed under the concept of social

norm. This concept can be defined simply as the continuous

uniformity in expectations, attitudes, or behavior within

a group regarding an activity developed and maintained by

processes of control. Central to this definition of norms

is the premise that they are a function of control. The

control graph approach has been used to study the relation-

ships of varying patterns of organizational control to

member uniformity. For example Smith and Ari used it in the

study of a nationwide service organization which had opera-

32
tions in several metropolitan areas of the United States.

The findings of their research suggest that the pattern of

control which tends to be associated with member consensus

is that predicted by a high amount of control exercised by

members at all echelons, leaders as well as rank-and-file

members. High total control tends to be conducive to con-

sensus both within the work group and between the rank-and-

file and the supervisory levels. The findings further suggest

that high total control was efficacious in promoting member

consensus in the organizations under study because it was

associated with significant influence by the rank-and-file

members upon the operation of the organization. This says

the authors, "is substantiated, in part, by the significant

relationship between total control and the morale of the

members (r=.72) and by the significant relationships between
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,

i

the influence of the rank and file upon the operation of

the station and the measures of work group and hierarchical

33
consensus. The high-producing station uias found to be

characterized by high total control, high member consensus

and high member morale. The multiple correlation of total

control and general station consensus with member morale was

.72.

Recent research in several organizations has indicated

that the manner in which control is structured is related

to organizational effectiveness. These studies suggest

the importance in some organizations of high rank-and-file

control relative to leadership control and, more generally,

the importance of a high amount of control exercised by

members at all echelons in the organization. The inter-

pretations offered of these findings suggest that these

patterns of control may be conducive to high organizational

effectiveness, in part, through the uniformity with respect

to organizational standards and policies which they promote.

These interpretations seem to suggest one particularly

significant process explaining the efficacy of these patterns

of control in promoting high organizational performance,

namely, the coordination and regulation of member behavior

with respect to organizational norms. The resulting uniformity

derives its significance from the fact that it is basic to

the concerted member effort underlying effective organizational

performance. The importance for organizational functioning

of such variables as member consensus and reciprocal role
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expectations has been suggested in a number of studies, Basil

Georgopoulos, e.g., found aspects of the "normative system

of the organization" such as "normative complementarity" and

"group consensus" to be significantly related to organizational

productivity.

One thing is evident from these references and that is

that the control graph approach to the study of control can

be used to consider the relationships of patterns of control

to member uniformity and then to evaluate their implications

for organizational effectiveness.

Organizational Type Comparisons

The need for comparative approaches, to the study of

organizational control, is great but comparative studies

are beset with serious conceptual as well as methodological

problems. The control graph method has been offered as one

approach to the comparative study of organizations. It has

been claimed to have the advantages of being a general,

quantitative technique with conceptual as well as operational

potentialities.
•27 "la 39 40

Blau, Blau and Scott, Etzioni, Gouldner, and

Likert^ are among the writers who have recently attempted

conceptual categorizations of organizations based partly on

differences in control which suggest the fruitfulness of

comparative analytic approaches in understanding this phe-

nomenon.

Smith and Tannenbaum recently utilized the control graph
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method to accomplish a comparative analysis of organizational

control in approximately 200 geographically separate organi-

42zational units from a number of larger organizations.

They presented data uihich they suggested uias illustrative
f

of the potential of the method and suggestive of a number of

hypotheses about organizational control uihich, in their

opinion, were amenable to empirical tests.

Therefore it appears as if there is sufficient evidence

in the literature to support the claim by Tannenbaum and Kahn,

in their 1957 article, that the control graph approach could

be effectively utilized in comparative analyses of organiza-

tions.

Bases of Control or Pomer

Control in any organization may be exerted through

several different channels. As uias pointed out in Chapter

II, French and Raven have developed a fivefold typology which

suggests a number of different categories of bases of control.

They propose that there are five bases of powert reward power;

coercive power; legitimate power; referent power; and expert

power. To this list Katz and Kahn have added incremental

influence.

Student has applied the French and Raven power typology

and the incremental concept to a study of supervisory in-

43
fluence and work group performance in a manufacturing firm.

Wore specifically, his research is an analysis of some per-

formance correlates of the first-line supervisors, incremental-

influence.
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Using the French and Raven typology, Bachman, Smith and

44
Slesinger investigated salesmen satisfaction and performance.

Their research was concerned with the relationship between

organizational effectiveness and social control in organiza-

tions. In particular it was designed to explore two aspects

of controli the distribution of control among organizational

levels (control graph), and the bases for this control.

Using the same approach that Tannenbaum and Smith had

45
used previously, Ivancevich analyzed the relationship

between control, bases of control, and three categories of

satisfaction. The findings of his research tend to support

portions of previous control-satisfaction investigations.

Bachman, Bowers and Marcus using the French and Raven

typology recently accomplished a comparative study, based

on five different organizational settings, of the bases of

supervisory power. Their research was concerned with two

interrelated problemsi Why do people comply with the requests

of organizational "superiors?" And how are these various

reasons related to the total amount of control and to organ-

izational effectiveness? Stated another way it was concerned

with the bases of supervisory power and its effects.

In summary then it can be stated that the control curves

emphasize the importance of control in organizations, and

provide a means of taking a more holistic view of it. Studies

of leadership, influence, power and the bases of power can

be made with such a framework, as evident by the above stated

projects.
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Summary

The control graph is an analytical tool for the analysis

of control in organizations. This graph shows a line which

represents the amount of control (vertical axis) exercised

by each of the hierarchical levels within an organization

(horizontal axis) as perceived by a sample taken from all

levels. Specific points are located by plotting mean re-

sponses to the question, "How much influence does (top

management, middle management, lower management, rank-and-file

members) exert...?

This tool has been used to test relationships between

various aspects of control and other organizational factors

such as satisfaction, effectiveness, conflict and productivity.

In view of this comprehensiveness inherent in the "control

graph" formulation, it is clear that application of this

approach should be made to the study of control in hospitals,

a project not previously attempted but which serves as the

focal point of this investigation.
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CHAPTER IV

RESEARCH DESIGNt fflETHOD, AND PROCEDURE

Overviem

The main purpose of this chapter is to describe the

significant aspects of the research design, method, and

procedure.

Following this brief overview will be a discussion of

the procedure and rationale used to select the particular

hospitals for study. Then the how, and why, certain

groups of hospital personnel were specified to represent

each participating institution, as well as how individual

group members were selected to take part in the study will

be reviewed. In the next section there will be a descrip-

tion of the main research instruments used to collect data,

the kinds of data collected, and the response rates attained,

Next there will be a discussion of the areas of investiga-

tion, the hypotheses tested and the methods of measurement.

The final section of this chapter will be devoted to a

discussion of the main methodological limitations of the

study. The division of this chapter into these sections

is not intended to insinuate that the different aspects

67
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of the research design can be neatly separated and treated

independently of one another. There is a high degree of

interrelatedness among the separately treated features of

the design just as has been suggested exists in the "scien-

tific method of problem solving,"

Selection of Hospitals

Of the approximately 7,125 hospitals in the United States

listed in the 1973 Guide Issue of Hospitals , about 6,300

were short-term institutions of different types. And of the

latter, at least 5,900 were nonfederal general hospitals,

i.e., institutions engaged in the care and treatment of

acute diseases and illnesses. Of all these nonfederal, short-

term general hospitals in the nation, nearly 2,575 were

either state and local governmental institutions or pro-

prietary hospitals. This left about 3,325 hospitals that

were nongovernmental, not-for-profit institutions. These

hospitals represented close to 47 percent of all hospitals

in the nation and they had a combined total of almost 630,000

beds and were accomplishing approximately 22,500,000 admiss-

ions annually. This is the type of hospital with which the

ordinary person is most likely to be familiar or have had

contact as a patient or visitor.

These hospitals were all alike in some ways. For example

theyi (1) were all of the same general typei (2) shared a

number of needs and experienced certain important organi-

zational problems in common} and (3) were all concerned with
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the same general objective - that of providing adequate

patient care effectively. Because of the extensive coverage

in academic, professional, and trade journals of the subject

of hospital objectives it becomes necessary at this point to

digress from the main subject under discussion and cover in

general terms some of the material published in these journa;ls

concerning hospital objectives.

A review of the literature reveals that hospital objec-

tives have been discussed from a number of different perspec-

tives. From the "community needs" standpoint one finds such

quotes as the follouiing.

The hospital is the professional monitor of the quality
and quantity of care rendered not only on its own premises
but throughout its community.

2

The objective of the hospital is to provide the best

in patient care at a cost the patient and the community
can stand.

3

Generally, individual hospitals wish to allocate the

limited monies they have available in a manner which will

result in the maximum obtainable benefits (for the com-

munity) from any given level of expenditures - benefits
referring to both (1) those which can be readily measured

in dollar terms, and (2) those which result in a higher
level of health care for the community (in terms of lower

mortality, lower morbidity, improved health for target

populations, etc.) These at least are the publicly stated

goals.

4

Health care institutions that have as an objective the

provision of adequate community health facilities must

choose from among alternative uses of resources in their

efforts to meet this goal.

5

The goals of the hospital should be to meet the needs

of the community served by the hospital, whatever those

may be. The hospital must have as its goal the satisfac-

tion of the needs of the community that it serves even

though these may not accurately represent its demands.

6
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The notion that the voluntary hospital was established
by the community to serve its health care needs is un-
deniably a true statement.

7

The hospital must provide a value to the community
which is superior to that obtainable in any other manner.

8

The basic objective of the management of the Society
can be stated as followsi utilizing appropriate, effec-

tive and efficient management techniques to assist each

hospital (Society) and its community in the creation of

a comprehensive medical care center which will fulfill
community needs in the most effective way in a voluntary
setting,

9

In addition to the community needs standpoint there is a

volume of material which addresses hospital objectives in

general terms. The following statements are typical of

what is found in some of the literature.

The medical care industry has as its prime goal the

development and maintenance of optimum health levels. 10

The primary or basic objective of any health care

institution is that of providing quality services at

optimum cost. 11

Iflost of the hospital administrators and assistant

administrators interviewed indicated that hospital organ-

izations have two basic objectives! quality patient care

and financial soundness (efficiency). 12

Their objective is delivering to each patient the

services required to treat effectively his illness or

injury and then discharging him, 13

The Samaritan Health Service went carefully through a

project study period and came up, with five basic objec-

tivesi (1) the containment of costs accomplished through

numerous efficiencies brought about by centralized pro-

grams, (2) the accessibility of health care made available

to people regardless of income or geographic remoteness,

(3) the systematic phasing out of duplication and frag-

mentation of both services and facilities, (4) the esca-

lation and broadening of the quality of patient care,

and (5) the innovative break with tradition - keeping

people out of hospitals and treating them while still on

their feet rather than flat on their backs after they

have become catastrophic statistics, 14
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There is also evidence that in the minds of some of the

writers there is a vagueness about the objectives of hos-

pitals.

Objectives for the hospital are generally vague and -^^

express broad general intentions to render public service.

The absence of definable and generally acceptable
hospital organization objectives makes a normative
approach to hospital performance infeasible. 16

The absence of a clear-cut primary objective for non-

governmental, not-for-profit hospitals to fill the role

played by profit or wealth maximization in most economic
studies, has long been a source of discouragement for

economists interested in studying the health sector, 17

Some of the writers even venture to speak of the future

objectives of hospitals.

The health care market is made up of many kinds of

illness for which various kinds of institutions and

various kinds of services are needed. The social thrust

of the future will be for total and comprehensive health

care services under single management. In the future,

hospital authorities will no longer operate individual,
autonomous hospitals devoted to one aspect of the total

need. They will operate hospital systems in which the

organizational structure will be different, and the

skills needed will be different, but all will be related

to the total needs of the community, IB

The hospital will become both the primary operational
center for community health services and the primary center

for comprehensive health planning at the community level, 19

Finally there is in the literature a discussion of hospital

objectives from an economic models perspective. One of the

leading articles in this area is the one written by Richard

tU, Foster, ^° In this article the author discusses the six

most popular economic models of hospital behavior. He

begins by stating that "the practicing administrator will

find none of these models realistic. He is likely to feel

that the forces identified by the models are real, but that
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'. 21
'

many other fdrees have been neglected."

Considering all of the literature which discusses

hospital objectives from these five perspectives! (1)

community needs, (2) general terms, (3) vagueness, (4)

future, and (5) economic models, the general objective for

the nongovernmental, not-for-profit hospitals previously

stated by the author appears to be quite in character.

Continuing with the discussion of the nongovernmental

not-for-profit hospitals which was discontinued on page 69

it is pointed out that even though these hospitals were

similar in a number of ways, they still, constituted a

very heterogeneous group of organizations. For one thing,

some of the hospitals were extremely small having 25 or so

beds, while a few others were extremely large, having more

than 750 beds each. The majority, of course, fell between

these two extremes, but even a range of 25 to 750 beds is

very wide. A 50-bed hospital, for example, is likely to

be very different from a 450-bed hospital, and the same

may be said for a 100-bed hospital in comparison to a

400-bed hospital, although the differences may be smaller

in the latter case.

The differences that may be associated with the size

of the hospitals virtually defy enumeration. There are

differences in the size and kind of staff and personnel

required by a small as compared to a large institution.

There are differences in the environment within which

larger and smaller institutions operatei for example, a
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small rural community would be unlikely to be supporting

a 500-bed hospital. In general, with increased organiza-

tional size, there is more departmentalization, more

specialization, more heterogeneity, and more complexity,

22
in organization and operations.

The hospitals in question differed not only in size

and size-related characteristics, but also on a number of

other dimensions. Included among these uierei (1) profes-

sional accreditation by the Joint Commission on Accredita-

tion of Hospitals -while most of the hospitals were

accredited, some were not; and (2) regional-geographic

location, and the type of community within which the

hospitals operated - some hospitals were located in Mew Eng-

land, some in the south, and others in the east, west or

midwest, and similarly, some served huge metropolitan

areas, while others served small cities or towns. Of

course, there were other dimensions on which these hospitals

varied. But for the present purpose the differences cited

here are sufficient to illustrate the point that a great

many significant differences - a good deal of heterogeneity

or variance - characterizes this population of general

•* 1 23
hospitals.

From the standpoint of research design, the crucial

problem that differences of this kind pose may be stated

as followsi

Unless the researcher takes cognizance of the

heterogeneity of the population with aihich he is
dealing, eitner by controlling many of the difference
involved through his initial study design or by makin

es
g
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sure to study the effects these differences may have
upon the phenomena he proposes to investigate, he will
end up with many spurious results or "impure" findings,
which he will be unable to explain. And ideally, of
course, the researcher wants to be able to understand
and explain the phenomena he is studying. ... 24

The problem of how to guard against spurious results
due to great heterogeneity in the population of hos-
pitals may be handled in either of two main ways.
First, the researcher may restrict his initial popula-

^ tion to a sub-population, thus reducing much of the
unwanted heterogeneity. He may impose specific re-
strictions and qualifications that the hospitals in
the study should meet (based on differences in the
population he considers important enough to avoid,
control for, or keep constant without actually measuring
them), and instead of dealing with all of the popu-
lation, deal with a much smaller sub-class of hospitals
which meet certain criteria. Alternately, rather than
restrict the population, he may have a large enough
number of hospitals participate in the study, so as
to capture much of the heterogeneity prevailing in
the whole population,,.. He may increase the size
of his sample to a number which permits him to rep-
resent reasonably well the entire population of
hospitals by his sample,.,, 25

Restricting the population has the advantage of

obtaining relatively pure rather than spurious results
with relatively few hospitals participating in the

study, and the limitation of not being able to generalize
the results as much as might be desired. Increasing the

size of the sample has the advantage of permitting
greater generalization of the findings, and the dis-
advantage of requiring greater costs, time, efforts,
and energies. Assuming limited funds, the researcher
is almost inevitably forced toward restricting the
population and away from a relatively large sample. 26

In this case-study only two hospitals were used, this, of

course, has the disadvantage of not being able to "gener-

alize" the results beyond the hospitals involved, which is

one of the major limiting factors of the study.

Needless to say, the difficulties posed by the hetro-

geneity of the population, and by considerations of economy

and feasibility, were not the only factors used to determine
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the selection of the particular hospitals which mere asked

to participate in this study. Included among the other

determining factors were the nature of the study itself,

i.e., the particular aims of the study and the questions

that were to be answered, also the very character of the

phenomena in which the researcher was interested.

The very nature of the study was an important deter-

minant in the selection of the hospitals. Georgopoulos and

Mann state thatt

If the research is of an exploratory kind, aiming
to yield some unavailable information, stimulate
insights, or aid the formulation of hypotheses in
anticipation of more systematic studies then it is
not crucial for the researcher to study a large or a
"representative sample" of organizations. The same
also applies if the research is of the "case-study"
type, not aiming at generalization of results or
rigiorous hypothesis testing, or if the research happens
to be too circumscribed in its objectives as is the
case with many small experimental studies. If, on the
other hand, the research is of the explanatory kind
aiming to test rigorously hypotheses of wide generality,
or to yield results by studying a sample of the total
population and then generalize these results to the
whole population then the organizations actually studied
must constitute a probability sample that is "represent-
ative" of the whole population. 27

This study belongs to the "case-study" category of research

and therefore according to the above reference, it was not

crucial for the researcher to study a large or a represent-

ative sample of hospitals.

Georgopoulos and ITIann further state thatt

If the research is in part exploratory and de-

scriptive and in part explanatory and analytical,
designed both to develop hypotheses for further study

and to test hypotheses based on already available
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research and theory, then a design that restricts the
population to which the results may potentially apply,
but includes an adequate number of organizations in
the research to permit the use of sound analytical
procedures, may yield the best possible solution.
Such a design provides a reasonably good alternative
in place of the ideal "representative sample" design,
or in place of a large sample design, which is not
feasible because of considerations of costs and
economy and/or because of lack of sufficient prior
knowledge about the phenomena with which the research
is concerned. 28

This case-study was designed to be in part both exploratory

and explanatory. In terms of this design, generalization

of the findings beyond the hospitals studied can not be

attempted on statistical grounds, but logical inferences

can be made based on theoretical principles.

Up to this point reference has only been made to how

the problems of spuriousness and economy, and the nature

of the research affected the decision concerning the kind

and number of hospitals that were to be included in the

study. This decision is further clarified by a listing of

the specific criteria which were employed to select the

hospitals. They were as followsi

1. Type of service renderedi short-stay general hos-

pitals.

2. Sizei approximately 400 beds.

3. Ownership, and institutional control and affilia-

tion! nonprofit, nongovernmental institutions (Categories

21 and 23 in the Guide Issue). One from category 21 (church

affiliated and operated) and one from category 23 (other).

4. Administration! administrated by a chief executive
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officer (administrator, executive director, director,

executive vice president, etc,)» under a policy-making body

at the local level known as the governing body (board of

directors, board of trustees, council, etc.)

5. Statusi fully accredited by the Joint Commission

on Accreditation of Hospitals.

6. Region and geographic locationi located in the same

geographic region.

7. Ulorkloadi of comparable size and complexity,

a. Staffs! of comparable size and kind.

9. (Iflissions or purposesi similar in nature,

10. Facilities! comparable facilities available in each

institution.

A detailed listing of the specific criteria as they

apply to the final two hospitals which were chosen to par-

ticipate in the study, is found in Appendix A. The purpose

of these specific criteria was to have the hospitals as

homogeneous as possible, except for item number three (3)

where one was to be affiliated with a church organization

and the other was to be nonchurch affiliated. The reason

behind this was to determine what, if any, significant

differences existed in the patterns of control by hierarchical

level between the two hospitals.

Selection of the Individual
Groups and Respondents

This study was designed to explore several facets of
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influence among various hierarchical levels in tuio hos-

pitals. The hierarchical levels considered were those of

the formal hospital organization as depicted in Dr. Charles

29
U. Letourneau's book The Hospital Administrator .

They are as follouisi

1. Governing Body (board of directors, board of

trustees, council, etc.).

2. Chief Executive Officer (hospital administrator,

executive director, director, etc.).

3. Directors of Various Services (director of profes-

sional services, director of personnel, director of mate-

rials management, director of finance, etc.). ,

4. Department Heads (department of medicine, department

of surgery, department of nursing, department of radiology,

laboratory, department of physical medicine, hospital

pharmacy, dietary department, etc).

5. Unit managers and other first line supervisory

personnel (A unit manager is a coordinator of activities

within the department, a controller of materials and costs

and supervisor of administrative personnel. The unit

manager serves in a staff capacity to the department head.

He may be referred to by such titles as service manager,

administrative coordinator, administrative assistant, etc.).

6. Nonsupervisory employees.

From this enumeration of the hierarchical levels it

should be apparent that this study is primarily concerned

with the overall institutional authority line which origi-

nates with the governing body, however, recognition is also
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given to the professional authority line and the mixed

lay-professional authority line. It is worthy to note at

this point that in a recent announcement of a unique

four-day seminar on "Governing the Hospital" the American

College of Hospital Administrators made the follouiing

statementi

The program, limited to key representatives from
each of three vital hospital management fractions -

administration, the governing board, and the medical
staff - will examine external and internal pressures
which are forcing a change in the hospital's govern-
ance and will prove that separateness of these three
administrative areas no longer suits the realities of
present-day pressures on the hospital, 30

The sample size taken from each hospital consists of

approximately 50 managerial personnel, 50 supervisory

personnel, 50 nonsupervisory personnel and 50 members of

the medical staff. (The exact numbers in each group are

found in Table 2, on page 96, ) The participants in each

group were randomly selected from the total number of

personnel in each category, excluding, where applicable,

part-time employees and employees with less than one year's

employment in the hospital. Excluded also were those

members of the medical staff who had not been on the active

medical staff for at least one year. The random sample table

31
in ITlendenhall, Ott and Scheaffer's book was utilized to

select the participants. Total sample size is 378 partic-

ipants.

Research Instruments and Data Collection

The majority of the data required from the respondents
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specified in the above section was obtained by the use of

influence questionnaires and supplemented by personal

intervieuis where warranted. These data were then aug-

mented by certain on the spot observations. It should be

obvious at this point that the primary instrument utilized

in the data collection was the questionnaire. The question-

naire was developed by taking the research questions from

a number of prior studies which had utilized the same

approach as that used in this study. In particular the

work descrived by Arnold 5. Tannenbaum in his book Control

32
in Organizations , was used extensively. In an attempt

to be consistent, it was decided that since the approach

was to be the same as that previously used, the research

questions should also be the same, only adapted for use in

the hospitals. The questions concerned with "perceived"

and "desired" control were taken from such studies as those

33 34 35
conducted by Tannenbaum, * Tannenbaum and Kahn, Smith

36 37 38
and Tannenbaum, Smith and Ari , and ililclTlahon and Perritt.

39
The research conducted by Tannenbaum and Georgopoulos

served as the basis for the questions which pertain to

"active" and "passive" control. While the works of Ivancevich,

Bachman, Smith and Slesinger, and Bachman, Bowers and

42
fflarcus served as the source documents for the questions

on "basis of control" and "satisfaction with the way super-

visors were doing their jobs."

Ulith these questions available from previous research

it became a matter of adapting them to the present project

40
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and then to try the instrument out under as similar con-

ditions as possible to those that uiould prevail during

the actual research project. According to Foxi

At this point it is possible to estimate the
appropriateness of the instrument and its objectivity,
and in some instances the sensitivity as well. This
is also the point at which the researcher obtains a

first estimate of the reliability, typically through
the odd-even procedure. Unless success has been re-
markable, this first trial is followed by revisions
and refinement, and the revised instrument is tried
out again. This is the point at which the researcher
hopefully obtains his final reliability and validity
data. Any of the reliability techniques can be used
at this point, as can construct, congruent, or con-
current validity. 43

Two pilot studies were conducted toi (1) test out the

instrument to see if it was in need of revision} (2) provide

trial runs of the data-collection approach; and (3) see if

the subjects of the research could handle the data-collec-

tion instruments. In each pilot study the questionnaires

(to be described later in this chapter)were administered

to groups of respondents similar to those described in

the preceding section of this chapter. These participants

were from four hospitals (two for each study) which had

agreed to cooperate with the researcher in his project and

which were similar in characteristics to the two hospitals

which were ultimately chosen to participate in the final

study. At the time of survey each of the hospitals met

essentially all of the 10 specific criteria listed on

pages 75 and 77. In addition all of the hospitals werej

(1) located in the same state, within the same type of

environment (urban); (2) staffed by a medical staff of
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approximately the same size and specialty composition; and

(3) concerned primarily with patient care as opposed to

research and/or teaching functions. Two hundred question-

naires were distributed in each of the hospitals. A total

of 751 were completely filled out and returned which

represents an overall participation rate of 93,9 percent.

Of the 751 responses received, 185 were from managerial

personnel, 190 from supervisory personnel, 196 from non-

supervisory personnel and 180 were from medical staff mem-

bers.

The results of the initial trial run were reviewed

with a professional practitioner and the instrument was

judged to be appropriate in that all of the respondent

groups were able to meet the demands imposed by the instru-

ment. The appropriateness of the instrument in relation to

the medical staff is deserving of additional comment at

this point since there are possibly those who might question

the applicability of the questionnaire to a group of in-

dividuals who are often not salaried by the hospital. To

those individuals it is pointed out that all hospitals have

"active physicans" who deliver the preponderance of medical

service within the hospital, and perform all significant

organizational and administrative duties pertaining to the

medical division, members of the active medical staff cate-

gory, according to the Standards of the Joint Commission on

Accreditation of Hospitals, should be eligible for appoint-

ment as a clinical chief or chief of staff. Only active
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medical staff members mere asked to participate in the

study and there are essentially three major empirical

assessments of medical staff organization which attest to

the ability of the active medical staff to respond to such

questions and issues as those posed in the instrument used

in this research. These are Georgopoulos and ITIann's study

44
of 41 community general hospitals published in 1962.

Roemer and Friedman's study of the relationship between

medical staff organization and hospital performance pub-

45
lished in 1971, and a monograph by Duncan Neuhauser dealing

with the relationship between administrative activities and

46
hospital performance also published in 1971.

In addition to being judged appropriate the objectivity

of the instrument appeared to be highly acceptable in that

all of the questions had been responded to in a manner which

indicated that the respondents had understood the directions

which were provided. There was also sufficient reasons

to believe that at least at a gross level the instrument

would measure what it had been designed to measure. This

according to Fox is a form of validity commonly referred to

47
in the literature as "construct validity." On the subject

of validity Tannenbaum has stated, in reference to some of

the work that has previously been accomplished using this

approach and essentially the same research questions, thati

Direct tests of validity for measures of control
are difficult, because precise criteria have not been
established. Our first application of the method in
four union locals was encouraging because the data
corresponded in general to our own observations.
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although this impressionistic analysis was post hoc.
Subsequent applications of the measures in a variety
of organizations also revealed differences that seemed
realistic to us. For example, measures in union locals,
voluntary associations, business and industrial organ-
izations, including some in Yugoslovia, yielded dif-
ferences, as well as certain general constancies that
seemed reasonable, although again, this evidence is
only a rough indication of validity.

Perhaps the strongest support for the measure comes
from what we believe are meaningful relationships
between patterns of control as measured and other
aspects of organizational structure and functioning
independently measured. Ultimately our case for the
validity of the measures hinges on the extent to
which the meaning that we claim for them fits meaning-
fully the predictions that we have made and the sub-
stantiation for these predictions that we find. Some
of the articles in this text report research concerning
such predictions. Although the correlations in these
studies are not usually high, they yield a reasonably
consistent picture and one that we take to represent a
form of construct validity, 48

Finally, it was possible to estimate the . reliability

of the instrument through the "odd-even" procedure followed

by the Spearman-Brown Prophecy Formula as described by Fox

49
on pages 357 and 358 of his book. Commenting on the

reliability of the approach in general Tannenbaum, in a

letter to the researcher, statedi

The reliability of the method was tested pragmatically
by correlating the measure of control with independently
measured criteria. For example in Chapter 4 (of his book)

we report a correlation of ,29 between total amount of

control and measure of organizational effectiveness.
Technically, the reliability of the measure is likely to

be something greater than ,29 since a correlation between
one measure and another will not be greater than the

reliability of the least reliable of the two measures.
For example, if the reliability of one measure were zero,

this would be equivalent to having a set of entirely
random scores and such a set could not correlate more
than zero with any other set - except by chance. But we

tested for statistical significance and feel reasonably
confident on the basis of such tests that our results

are not attributable to chance. Hence we have some

pragmatic indication of at least some modest degree of

reliability, 50
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In summary then it can be stated that the results of

the first trial run along with the results of prior research

indicated that at least the research instrument uias rea-

sonably appropriate, objective, valid and reliable.

Additionally the first trial run pointed out two small

problem areas. First, it was noted that there was some

difficulty encountered by some of the respondents in ref-

erence to what a unit manager was or was not. Therefore

it was decided that a definition of what a unit manager was

would be provided in the instructions which were to be given

to the respondents. This definition was included in the

additional instructions and was used in the second trial

run and in the final study (Page 189 Appendix B). Second,

it was determined that the scope of the project could and

should be reduced by some small degree.

The first trial run was followed by some revisions

and refinements and then the revised instrument was tried

out again under as similar conditions as possible to those

that would prevail during the actual study. Two different

hospitals were used in the second test. The results of the

second test reemphasized the results of the first test in

reference to the characteristics of the research instrument.

Once again the reliability of the instrument was estimated

by using the odd-even procedure and the Spearman-Brown

Prophecy Formula. The correlated scores of the two halves

of the test resulted in a correlation of .84, Applying

the prophecy formula resulted in a quotient of ,91 which

was considered sufficiently reliable for the nature of the
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research project.
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After the results of the second test the three dif-

ferent questionnaire forms, which were to be used to collect

the data were then finalized and reproduced in sufficient

quantity for the final study.

The main purpose of the questionnaires was to elicit

relevant data for the measurement of the different concepts

and related dependent and independent variables with which

the study was concerned. Of secondary importance the

questionnaires were used to gather certain background in-

formation on the different respondents. A third, and final,

aspect of the questionnaires that should be pointed out is

that they were structured so as to maximize their probability

of being answered by the respondents frankly and completely

which, among other things, meant that they should not be

unduly long, the questions should be clear, meaningful and

concise, and they should require an absolute minimum of time

to complete.
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Because of differences in the background character-

istics of the different groups of respondents involved,

because of differences in the positions of the different

respondents, because of differences in the familiarity of

respondents luith the different areas of concern, because

some respondents could not possibly answer all of the

questions, and because of convenience, three different

questionnaire forms were designed for the study. They

were administered, in the participating hospital as follows:

Questionnaire Form C: to the medical staffs.

Questionnaire Form B; to the executive committee of

the board of governors.

Questionnaire Form A: to all other groups.

In each hospital, the members of each particular

respondent group were required to complete identical re-

search instruments to ensure comparability of the data

across hospitals. The different questionnaire forms were

of the paper-and-pencil type, consisting mainly of checklist

questions with fixed response alternatives following each

question. The main purpose of using questions of this type

was for standardization; every individual belonging to a

particular group of respondents was exposed to the same

stimulus. Standardization should be an important consider-

ation in any quantitative research.

The research questions on each of the three forms were

the same, except as follows. Form C, which was administered
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to the medical staffs, did not contain the questions which

pertain to "basis of supervisory control" or "satisfaction

with the way supervisors were doing their jobs," since they

were not applicable to the medical staffs. The same is

true for Form B, which was administered to the governing

bodies. Additionally form B had two open-end type questions

which were designed to allow the respondents the opportunity

to comment on the similarities and differences between

hospitals and other large organizations. Questionnaire Form

A, which was the most extensively used of the three forms

is included as a part of Appendix B, It is pointed out

that this is a typed sample which has been prepared to

meet the specifications established for dissertations, but

that the ones used in the data collection were printed

questionnaires of a much more attractive design and shape.

Data Collection

When does a research project begin? This is a dif-

ficult question to answer because it is extremely difficult

to pinpoint the day or month when an idea or concept actu-

ally begins to formalize. Needless to say much in the way

of literature review precedes the first outline of a re-

search project. This project began to materialize in

December 1971 after a rather extensive review of Dr. Arnold

5. Tannenbaum's book Control in Organizations . The months of

January, February and ITIarch of 1972 were spent in what Fox

51
has referred to as part of one of the "Research Process,"
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that of designing the research plan. The first pilot study

was conducted in April 1972 with the months of Way and June

spent in analyzing the data collected from this first trial

run. Revisions and refinements were made and then the

second trial run was conducted during the month of July 1972,

Following this second test run all of the data collected

were analyzed extensively and the various approaches which

were to be used were finalized. With the pilot studies

concluded, Fox states, "we have completed the planning and

decision-making stages of the research. We are now faced

52
with the implementation stages..."

Two preliminary activities were performed before the

actual data collection began and before contact was made

with the participating hospitals. First, the State Hospital

Association ^x'as contacted. The purpose of this contact was

not to seek formal approval from the association but to

fully inform the association about the research in an

attempt to prevent any possible misunderstandings. The

second preliminary activity involved all the ramifications

connected with the selection of the two hospitals to par-

ticipate in the final study. Once these selections were

made then the stage was set for the actual beginning of

the research project.

Initial contact with the hospitals was made on a

personal basis rather than by impersonal written communi-

cation. A visit was made to each hospital and an appoint-

ment luas made to see the administrator. In this initial
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meeting with the administrator the nature of the project

was explained to him as well as the kind of assistance and

cooperation which would be needed. Each hospital contacted

expressed a willingness to cooperate in the study. During

this first visit it was also determined as to where the

central point of operation would be in each hospital and

who would be the person to contact in case questions arose

during the absence of the researcher. Once these prelim-

inary matters were settled then the more important details

were developed.

During this initial visit information was obtained as

to the identity of the persons filling the various posi-

tions in the hierarchical structure of the organization.

Also a personnel listing was obtained so that a random

selection of personnel in each category to be studied could

be made. The selection of respondents was made as has

been previously described elsewhere in this chapter. Finally

a letter from the hospital administrator to all concerned

was obtained so that reproduction could be accomplished

prior to the return visit to the hospital. A copy of one

of these letters is included in Appendix B. Letters of

this nature, printed on appropriate letterhead stationary

from each of the respective hospitals were used as cover

letters to the questionnaires that were used to gather the

majority of the data for the project.

Prior to the first return visit to each hospital,

selection of the respondents was made. Once the selections
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were made then individual packets were assembled which

consisted of the questionnaire, the additional instructions

for filling out the questionnaire, the cover letter from

the hospital administrator, and a preaddressed envelope

which would return the questionnaire to a predetermined

office in the hospital. These items were then placed

inside an envelope which was addressed to the respondent

at his work station in the hospital, or to his business

address if he worked outside the hospital.

Between the time of the initial visit and the first

return visit to each hospital, the administrators were

requested to publicize the fact that their hospital had

been selected to participate in the study and to request

those contacted to cooperate if at all possible.

Upon the first return visit to each hospital distri-

bution of the questionnaires, to be completed by respondents

within the hospital, was accomplished through the in-house

mail distribution system. Prior to distribution a list was

prepared of the respondents so that follow-up could be

accomplished on those who had not returned their question-

naires within the specified time period. This list was

merely used to indicate receipt of the questionnaires and

was avaiJable to no one except the researcher. Once it was

determined that all the questionnaires had been returned

that could reasonably he expected to be returned the list

was destroyed assuring the confidentiality which had been

promised the respondents.
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Upon distribution, the packets were sealed and the

individuals were requested to return their questionnaires

within a specified time to a predesignated location, sealed

in the envelope which was provided. Additionally each re-

spondent was asked to complete the questionnaire at his con-

venience but on his own time and without any discussion with

anyone else.

When the questionnaires were returned they were placed

in a box and kept for the researcher until his return. Each

questionnaire was in a sealed envelope and with no identifi-

cation marks except those known only to the researcher and

which were destroyed once the questionnaires were received.

Destruction of these marks was accomplished before the ques-

tionnaires themselves were opened, assuring that no one knew

the specific answer to any question provided by any respondent.

Follow-up visits to each hospital were necessary to

collect the questionnaires and to follow-up on those which

had not been returned. On each visit interviews were

scheduled with those individuals who were to be interviewed

and personal observations were made of specific activities

to assure that they were functioning as had been indicated.

By utilizing the approach described above it was pos-

sible to be collecting data from both hospitals during the

same time period. Initial distribution of the questionnaires

in both hospitals was accomplished on April 23, 1973 with

return visits being made on a weekly basis until the close

out of the data collection phase on lYIay 19,1973. No question-

naires were accepted after the close out date. It is pointed
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out however, that the completion of a project of this

magnitude in the time period allotted would have been im-

possible without considerable preparatory work by both the

researcher and. the participating hospitals, and without the

efforts and excellent cooperation of the many respondents.

Throughout the processes of distributing and collecting

the questionnaires and interviewing the personnel, careful

attention was devoted to preserving the anonymity of the

respondents and the confidentiality of their answers as had

been promised both verbally and in the instructions con-

tained in the cover page of the questionnaire.

In general, the data-collection operation was carried out

as successfully as one might possibly hope, without any seri-

ous problems with the individual respondents and without dis-

rupting the normal functioning of the hospitals involved. The

success of this part of the project can be contributed to the

interest and cooperation of the many respondents and to the

preparatory work and cooperation between the hospitals and

the researcher.

Response Rates

Of the 400 individuals initially selected to parti-

cipate in the study as respondents, 5 individuals had left

their respective hospitals permanently by the time of data

collection. Excluding these people, the actual number of

possible respondents from the two participating hospitals

was 395, Out of this total, 7 individuals were unreachable.

By this it is meant that they were indefinitely absent
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because of illness or leave or they were on extended vaca-

tion or travel and ijuould not be back in time to participate

in the project. Thus, the total number of available re-

spondents from the two hospitals combined turned out to be

388, All of these individuals were given the opportunity

to complete a questionnaire and of the 388 available re-

spondents, 378 finally completed their questionnaires, making

the overall net response rate attained by the study 97.5

percent, (The gross response rate was 95,7 percent. This

is computed by dividing 378 by 395, i.e., the number of

respondents who finally provided data by the total number

of possible respondents regardless of their availability.)

Tables 1 and 2, summarize the attained response rates

in each participating hospital. Table 1 shows the gross

response rate and net response rate for all respondent

groups combined, but separately for each hospital. Table 2

shows how these respondents are distributed among the

different groups of personnel which were included in the

research.

Areas of Investigation, Hypotheses Tested .

and iviethods of ivieasuremgnt

This project was concerned with characterizing and

measuring several aspects of control in two hospitals,

utilizing the control graph approach with its unique

methods of measurement,
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TABLE 1

Attained Gross and Net Response Rates for all Re-

spondent Groups Combined, but Separately for Each Parti-

cipating Hospital*

All Respondent Groups Combined

Participating Gross IM's Net "^ ^
, .

Response Involved Response Involved
Hospital pg^Q Rate

(percent) (percent)

AffUiated) 9A.9 (187/197) 96.4 (187/194)

B (Nonchurch) 96.5 (191/198) 98.5 (191/194)

Both Hospitals /^-7Q/^aQ^
Combined: ( 95.7 (378/395) 97.5 (378/388)

*This table follows the format of the one used by

Georgopoulos and (Vlann on pane 68 of their book, The

Community General Hospital.
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TABLE 2

Final Number of Respondents from Each Hierarchical
Level and Each Participating Hospital*

Directors of
Various Ser-
vices

Participating Hospital Group Total
Hierarchical A B (Both

Level (church) (nonchurch) Hospitals]

Governing Body 3 5 8

Administrator 11 2

12 11 23

Department
Heads 28 29 57

Unit managers 10 H 21

Other Super-
visory Em-
ployees 40 37 77

Nonsuper-
visory Em-
ployees 48 50 98

medical Staff 45 47 92

Hospital Totals: 187 191 378

This table follows the format of the one used by

Georgopoulos and (Ylann on page 71 of their book, The
Community General Hospital .
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Prototypes

Perceived control

The first area of investigation was into the type of

control structure which characterized the institutions par-

ticipating in the study (perceived control). There are numer-

ous possibilities described in the literature, among which

can be found at least the following four general types, with

many variations thereofi

(1) The democratic model. This is a curve which rises

(i.e., control increases) as one goes down the hierarchy.

Groups at lower levels in the hierarchy (such as supervisory

and nonsupervisory employees) have more power than groups

at higher levels (such as the board of directors or the hos-

pital administrator).

(2) The autocratic or oligarchic model. This is a curve

which falls (i.e., control decreases) as one goes down the

hierarchy,

(3) The laissez-faire or anarchic model. This is a

curve which remains low (i.e., control is low) for all

hierarchical levels. No one exercises much control.

(4) The polyarchic model. This is a curve which re-

mains high (i.e., control is high) for all hierarchical

levels. All hierarchical groups have important influence

. X . 53
in this type of organization.

The hypothesis tested in this area can be stated as

followsi
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Null Hypothesis, H„i The amount of control attributed
o

to each hierarchical level is equal. Alternate Hypothesis.

H«i The amount of control attributed to each hierarchical

level is not equal.

method of ITleasurementi Six hierarchical levels repre-

sent the possible loci of control within each of the hos-

pitals. The amount of control exercised by each of these

levels was ascertained through the use of the following

questions "In general, how much say or influence do you

feel each of the following groups has on determining policy

and deciding on what goes on in your hospital?" The groups

referred to, of course, were the six hierarchical levels

previously described in this chapter. Every participant was

asked this question and their answers were to be checked

on a five-point scale from 1, "little or no influence," to

5, "a very great deal of influence."

The "perceived control" curves which are drawn in Chapter

V are based on the mean responses to this question. Also

an analysis of variance was used to analyze the data col-

lected. This procedure was repeated for each of the hos-

pitals and then the results were compared by using a dis-

proportionate analysis of variance.

Desired control

Employing the same procedure as that described above

these same respondents were asked a parallel question con-

cerning control as they desired it to be. For example the
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follouiing question was used. "In general, houi much say or

influence do you think each of the following groups should

have on determining policy and deciding on what goes on in

your hospital?" Once again answers were to be checked on

the same five-point scale as that used for the perceived

control question.

The "desired control" curves which are drawn in Chapter

M are based on the mean responses to this question. Once

again this procedure was repeated for each of the hospitals

and the results were analyzed as described under "perceived

control."

Distribution of Control

The next area of investigation was concerned with the

distribution of control in each of these institutions. In

this area particular attention was devoted to active control

vs. passive control.

The active control curve tells how much control is

exercised by each level. The passive control curve de-

scribes the extent to which each level is subjected to

control within the organization.

The hypotheses tested in this area can be stated in

the following manner. Active control. Null Hypothesis. H^i

The amount of active control attributed to each hierarchical

level is equal. Alternate Hypothesis. Hj^i The amount of

active control attributed to each hierarchical level is not

equal.
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Passive controli Null Hypothesis, H : The amount of
o

passive control attributed to each hierarchical level is

not equal. Alternate Hypothesis. H,t The amount of passive

control attributed to each hierarchical level is equal.

Measurement! The data for this analysis were obtained

through a series of questions asked of the same groups of

respondents as has previously been described. The questions,

a series of six, were tabular in form and were presented in

terms of "how much say or influence" each of the six hier-

archical levels had with respect to what each level did in

the hospital.

For example, one such question u.'as, "In general, how

much say or influence does the hospital administrator have

on what the following groups do in this hospital?" The

following groups referred to in the question were: the board

of directors, the hospital administrator, the directors of

various services, the department heads, the unit managers

and other first lins supervisors, and finally the nonsuper-

visory employees. In each case, the respondents were able

to answer in terms of the previously described five-point

scale ranging from "little or no influence" to a "very great

deal of influence."

The amount of control iwhich any given level exercises

in the organization (active control) is inferred from the

mean of responses uihich the respondents judge it to have

over all levels. Similarly, the amount of control to which

any given hierarchical level is subject (passive control)
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is inferred from the mean of the responses which the re-

spondents judge all levels to have over it. The same in-

formation (active and passive control) was derived for each

of the six hierarchical levels. Once this uias accomplished

then the descriptive and statistical analyses were under-

taken, and the results are reported in the next chapter.

Influence of the lYledical Staff

Although not a part of the organizational hierarchical

structure per se, due to the fact the doctors are often not

employees of the hospital, the medical staff exerts a

certain amount of control (influence) upon how the hospital

functions - on how it is run and how it operates. Therefore

any study of control in hospitals should take this into

consideration. Questions similar to the ones previously

used were designed to measure the amount of control (in-

fluence) which the respondents judged the medical staff to

have on how the hospital functioned, as well as the amount

of influence they perceived it should have. Additionally

their perceptions as to the active and passive control or

influence of the medical staff was measured. These percep-

tions were summarized by groups and then the results for

the two hospitals were compared on a descriptive basis.

Bases of Control or Power and Satisfaction

The final area of investigation was concerned with two

interrelated problemsi Ulhy do people comply with the requests
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of organizational "supervisors"? And houi are these reasons

related to member satisfaction uiith the way immediate super-

visors were doing their jobs? No specific hypotheses were

stated for this area of investigation.

Control (influence, power) in any organization may be

exerted through several different channels, French and

Raven have developed a fivefold typology which suggests

54
a number of different categories of bases of control

They are as followsi

1. Reward Poweri This is based on a subordinate's

perception that a superior has the ability to mediate

rewards for him.

2. Coercive Poweri This is based on a subordinate's

perception that a superior has the ability to mediate

punishments for him.

3. Legitimate Poweri This is based on internalized

values which dictate that there is a legitimate right to

influence and an obligation to accept this influence.

4. Referent Poweri This is based on the desire of a

subordinate to identify with a superior.

5. Expert Poweri This is based on a subordinate's

perception that a leader has some special knowledge or

55
expertise in a given area.

This typology was utilized to categorize the more im-

portant bases of supervisory control as perceived by members

of the organizations. The following question was designed

for this purposei
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"Listed below are five reasons generally given by

people when they are asked why they do the things their

superiors suggest or want them to do. Please read all five

carefully. Then number them according to their importance

to you as reasons for doing the things your immediate

supervisor suggests or wants you to do. Give rank"l" to

the most important factor, "2" to the next, etc, "I do the

things my immediate supervisor suggests or wants me to do

becausei

A. "I admire him for his personal qualities and want

to act in a way that merits his respect and admiration;"

B. "I respect his competence and good judgment about

things with which he is more experienced than I;"

C. "He can give special help and benefits to those who

cooperate with him;"

D. "He can apply pressure or penalize those who do not

cooperate;"

E. "He has a legitimate right, considering his position

to expect that his suggestions will be carried out."

The responses were compiled for each hierarchical level

and then the results compared to determine the perception

of the members of the organization as to the bases of super-

visory control.

Then following the lead of Bachman, Smith and Sles-

inger the perceptions as to satisfaction with the way

immediate supervisors were doing their jobs were measured.

The question used in this area was the one used by the above
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mentioned researchers, namelyi "All things considered, houj

satisfied are you uiith the way your immediate supervisor

is doing his/her job?"

The perceptions as to the bases of supervisory control

and satisfaction with the way immediate supervisors were

doing their jobs, were then correlated and the results from

each institution were compared.

methodological Limitations

The deliberate restriction of the population of hos-

pitals studied is perhaps the most serious limitation of

this research. It should be recalled that, early in the

research, the decision was made to confine the study to a

case-study to two particular hospitals. The primary pur-

pose for doing this was to avoid a great many methodological

and theoretical difficulties that would have been introduced

as a result of the great variance which exists in the

broader population of hospitals. Several other reasons

were given for restricting the population of hospitals to

be covered. These are described in the section dealing

with the selection of the hospitals to participate in the

study.

A second, and less serious, limitation stems from the

control graph approach to the study of organizational con-

trol. This approach relies on the judgments of organiza-

tion members for the measures of control and of course

organization members differ in their judgments about control
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A final general limitation is closely related to the

stage of present-day theory concerning organizations, and

to the current state of social-psychological knowledge

about the phenomena with which the study is concerned.

The better the theoretical knowledge available, the more

powerful, more sensitive, and more refined the measures

57
and tools of analysis at the disposal of the scientist.

Therefore, the methodology used in this study is better in

relation to some of the areas and topics investigated than

others, depending upon the theoretical foundations of each

area.

Besides several rather specific methodological diffi-

culties that were encountered in different parts of the

study, the above general limitations are the most serious

limitations of the methodology used in this study. These

limitations are pointed out in an effort to prevent possible

misunderstanding or misuse of the findings on the part of

some well-meaning but, conceivably, methodologically naive

readers.

Summary

It has been the purpose of this chapter to provide a

thorough understanding of the research design, and of the

methods and procedures used in carrying out the design.

Two hospitals were selected to participate in the final

study. Additionally four other hospitals were selected as

test sites for a considerable amount of exploratory work.
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which preceded the research proper. The tuio hospitals which

participated in the main research, comprised the "sample"

of the study. In selecting the hospitals an attempt was

made, insofar as possible, to "control" through the research

design a variety of important factors which could have had

a direct bearing, or influence, upon the phenomena under

investigation, but which, being of no special interest to

the research, were not themselves measured in the study.

Each of the participating hospitals was required to meet

a list of specific criteria in order to be selected.

Paper-and-pencil questionnaires were the main research

instruments used to collect the data necessary for the

measurement of the dependent and independent variables that

were relevant to the objectives of the research.

The questionnaires were administered in each hospital

to various individuals, who were selected to represent their

respective hospitals and to furnish the required data. These

individuals were selected from six hierarchical levels with-

in each organization. The participants in each group were

randomly selected with every member of each group given an

equal chance of being selected into the sample.

The principal methodological limitation of the study

stems from a deliberate decision to restrict the population

of hospitals covered to two particular hospitals. This

decision was necessary due to the fact that too little was

known, theoretically or empirically, about the objectives

with which the research was concerned to argue in favor of
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a broader coverage of hospitals. Therefore the design of

this research is neither completely explanatory or com-

pletely exploratory in nature, but rather is a compromise

design which is partly exploratory and partly explanatory.
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CHAPTER V

THE RESEARCH FINDINGS

Introduction

The results of the research outlined in Chapter IV are

presented in this chapter. The collected data are analyzed

in essentially the same manner as that utilized by Tannen-

baum and the other researchers which have been referred to

in the preceding chapters of this paper. This includes

treating the data as if measurement has been achieved in

the sense of an interval scale. According to Siegel data

measured by an interval scale may be analyzed by parametric

methods. Appropriate statistics for this type of data

include means and standard deviations. Appropriate

statistical tests include both nonparametric and parametric

tests. The control curves drawn in this chapter are based

upon means and an analysis of variance and a dispropor-

tionate analysis of variance are used on the data. Addi-

tionally correlation coefficients are used to record the

degree of association between "bases of control" and "sat-

isfaction with the way supervisors do their jobs."

The majority of the data were obtained from question-

naires which were distributed at the two hospitals. Table 3

112
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TABLE 4

Research Question Titles

Questionnaire
Form A

jitle Question Number

Influence you Feel each of the
hierarchical groups have 5

Influence you feel each of the
hierarchical groups should have 6

Influence the governing body
has on each of the hierarchical
groups ^

Influence the hospital administra-
tor has on each of the hierarchical
groups °

Influence the directors of various
services have on each of the
hierarchical groups 9

Influence the department heads have

on each of the hierarchical groups 10

Influence the first line supervisors
have on each of the hierarchical
groups 11

Influence the nonsupervisory employees
have on each of the hierarchical groups 12

Influence you feel the medical staff has 13

Influence you feel the medical staff
should have " ^^

Influence the medical staff has on each of

the hierarchical groups 15

Influence each of the hierarchical
groups have on the medical staff 16

How satisfied are you with the way your
immediate supervisor is doing his/her job 19
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TABLE 4 continued

Questionnaire
Form A

Title Question Number

Rank the five reasons (stated in

the question) generally given by
people when they are asked why
they do the things their super-
visors suggest or want them to do 20 A-E

SOURCE J Questionnaire Form A found in Appendix B,
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Appendix D. It is interesting to note however, that the re-

sults obtained by use of the nonparametric methods described

in Appendix D are essentially the same as those achieved by

the methods described in this chapter.

Prototypes

Perceived Control

mihat type of perceived control structure do the control

graphs present for the two hospitals studied? The answer

to this question is the same for both hospitals, that is

both are characterized by the "autocratic" or "oligarchic"

model. This is the model where the curve falls (i.e.,

control decreases) as one goes down the hierarchy. Figures

B and 9 present the control curves for the church affil-

iated hospital. Figure 8 depicts the control curves as

reported by the various groups participating in the study.

The managerial "control curve" represents the mean of the

responses from the group of participants composed of the

governing body, the hospital administrator, the directors

of various services and the department heads. The super-

visory "control curve" is based on the mean of the responses

from the unit managers and other first line supervisory

personnel. The other two curves represent the means of the

responses from the remaining two groups, the composition

of which are self-explanatory. Figure 9 depicts the con-

trol curve for the hospital based on the mean of the com-

bined responses. This control curve is representative of
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Amount
of Con-
trol

Very
great 5
deal

great 4
deal

Quite
a 3

bit

Some

Little
or no 1

managerial (l\l=44)

Supervisory (N=50)

Nonsupervisory (N=48)

ITledicar'staff (N=45)

G'B H'A 0^5 D'H F'S *l\l 'S

Hierarchical Levels

Figure 8. Perceived Control Curves for the Church
Affiliated Hospital as Reported by the Different Re-

sponse Groups.

Abbreviations used here stand for governing body,
hospital administrator, directors of various services,
department heads, first line supervisory personnel and
nonsupervisory employees, respectively. For brevity
sake they are used under all the Figures in this chapter.
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Amount
of Con-
trol

Very
great 5.

deal

great ^,

deal

Quite
a 3.

bit

Some 2.

Little
or no 1

(Ns=187)

G 'B H *A D*S T^ 7^ TTs

Hierarchical Levels

Figure 9. Perceived Control Curve for the Church Affil-
iated Hospital Based Upon the Combined Responses of all
the Participants From That Organization,
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the hospital's overall control structure and it does not

vary a great deal from any of the curves as perceived by

the individual response groups, a condition uthich is con-

trary to the finding of IKlclYlahon and Perritt in their study

2
of tuio plants of a large manufacturing corporation.

Figures 10 and 11 present the same information for the

nonchurch affiliated hospital.

The data necessary for the drawing of these control

curves uiere gathered by the research question which is

identified as question number 5 on Questionnaire Form A,

which is found in Appendix B. Responses to this question

are found in tabular form on Tables 21 and 22 in Appendix C,

Desired Control

Uihat type of control structure should exist for the

two hospitals? The combined responses in both hospitals

indicate that there should be a more equalitarian distri-

bution of control than the respondents perceived existed

in each organization. This they felt should be accomplished

by reducing the control exercised by the governing body and

by increasing the control exercised by each of the other

levels, with the exception of the hospital administrator.

His/Her control was perceived as being about what it should be.

Figure 12 depicts the responses by different groups for

the church affiliated hospital, while Figure 13 presents the

"desired control curve" as reported by all of the participants

from that organization and is based upon the mean of their

combined responses.
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Figure 10, Perceived Control Curves for the Nonchurch
Affiliated Hospital as Reported by the Different Response
Groups.
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Figure 11. Perceived Control Curve for the Nonchurch
Affiliated Hospital Based Upon the Combined Responses of

all the Participants From That Organization,
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Figure 12. Desired Control Curves for the Church
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Figure 14 depicts the same picture for the nonchurch

affiliated hospital as Figure 12 does for the church affil-

iated hospital, while Figure 15 presents the desired control

curve for the nonchurch affiliated hospital based on the

mean of the responses from all the participants from that

hospital. As can be seen in these Figures the "desired con-

trol curves" for both hospitals depict a more equalitarian

distribution of control than uihat the respondents perceived

as being the "perceived control curves" for their respective

hospitals.

Data necessary for the development of these Figures

were gathered by the use of the question which is identi-

fied as question number 5 on Questionnaire Form A, included

in Appendix 8. Responses to this question are found in

tabular form on Tables 23 and 24 in Appendix C.

Perceived vs. Desired Control

What is the prevailing pattern of control in each

hospital and how should it be changed? The superimposition

of the "perceived" and "desired" control curves make it pos-

sible to answer this question for each hospital. Figure 16

presents these control curves for the church affiliated hos-

pital. The differences between the "perceived" and "desired"

curves suggest that the respondents made an important dis-

tinction in their responses to the questions of how, in

their opinion, the patterns of control should be and how

they actually are. The "desired" control curve indicates
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that the respondents felt as though there should be a more

equalitarian distribution of control within the organiza-

tion, to be accomplished by reducing the amount of control

exercised by the governing body and by increasing the amount

of control exercised by each of the other hierarchical

levelsi luith the exception of the hospital administrator.

His/Her control was perceived as being about what it should

be. Figure 17 depicts the same information for the non-

church operated hospital.

Previous research has demonstrated that such signifi-

cant imbalances between prevailing and desired patterns of

influence, as illustrated in these hospitals, frequently

results in power conflicts, intraorganizational strains,

and dissatisfactions among members of the organization

which ultimately affects the performance of the organiza-

tion adversely.

Statistical Analyses

An analysis of variance was used to analyze the data for

perceived (question 5) and desired (question 6) control for

each hospital separately. The question numbers included in

parentheses here and throughout this section refer to the

corresponding question found on Questionnaire Form A, which

is included in Appendix B, The response groups means for

each hierarchical level within each hospital have been plotted

in Figures 8, 10, 12 and 14. The results of the analysis will

now be discussed for each hospital separately.
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Church affiliated hospital (Hospital A)

None of the sources of variation associated with re-

sponse groups are statistically significant. See Table 5

for the repeated measurements used in the analysis of

variance.

The interaction between the perceived control (ques-

tion 5)and the desired control (question 6) questions and the

hierarchical levels are statistically significant at the .001

level. This says that the pattern of means for the hier-

archical levels is not the same for the two questions. At

every hierarchical level the perceived control mean differs

significantly from the desired control mean except for the

hospital administrator. See Table 5 for means and associ-

ated probability levels. The data also show that the

further one moves down the hierarchical levels the greater

the difference between the influence the hierarchical level

"has" and the influence it "should have."

Further testing shows that the means for the hierar-

chical levels differs statistically (P SOOl) within each

of the perceived and desired control questions. On each ques-

tion the mean for the hospital administrator is higher than

the mean for the governing body, otherwise, the means de-

creases as one moves down the hierarchical levels on each

question. Therefore the hypothesis of equal control among

the hierarchical levels is rejected for the church affiliated

hospital.
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TABLE 6

mean for Each Hierarchical Level and Question for

the Church Affiliated Hospital

Question

Hierarchical Perceived Desired Prob-

Level Control Control ability
CQuestion (Question
5) 5)

Governing Body 4.24 3.99 «=.0G1

4,40 4,34 >.10(I\IS)
Hospital Admin
istrator

Directors of _ „„,
Services 3.22 3.51 "=.001

Department
Heads 2.84 3.41 '=.001

First Line
Supervisors

Nonsuper-
visory

1.89 2.57 •=.001

1.49 2.24 "=.001

Standard deviation of difference between question means

for a given hierarchical level = .0601 with 1019 degrees of

freedom. This standard deviation of difference between ques-

tion means for a given hierarchical level is an estimate of

error obtained from the analysis of variance procedure the

repeated measurements of which are found on Table 5. This

particular error term was computed as follows.

V 2(lY1.5q. £r B -^ (H-1) ID.SQ. Er P)

Where H = Number of hierarchical levels (5)

And 5 = Number of participants / hospital

The associated degrees of freedom (OF) are obtained by

using Satterthwaite* s approximationt

D.F. = fjD.SQ. Er B -e (H-l) im.Sq. Er O )^ ^

OF for Er B OF for Er

Other pooled estimates of standard deviations would

require different linear combinations of the sources of

variation from the analysis of variance procedure.

3
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Nonchurch aFFiliated hospital (Hospital B)

As for the church affiliated hospital, the interaction

between the perceived control (question 5) and the desired

control (question 6) questions and the hierarchical levels

are significant at the ,001 level. See Table 7 for the

repeated measurements and Table B for the means and asso-

ciated probability levels. At every hierarchical level the

perceived control mean differs significantly from the desired

control mean except for the hospital administrator. Also

the further one moves down the hierarchical levels the

greater the difference between the influence that the level

"has" and the influence it "should have,"

The means for the hierarchical levels differ statis-

tically (P <.001) for each question separately. On each

question the mean for the hospital administrator is higher

than the mean for the governing body. Otherwise, the means

decrease as one moves down the hierarchical levels on each

question. Therefore the hypothesis of equal control among

the hierarchical levels is also rejected for the nonchurch

affiliated hospital.

Comparison between hospitals/questions (perceived and desired )

A disproportionate analysis of variance on the data

for each question separately shows, with minor exceptions,

that none of the effects associated with differences be-

tween the hospitals are statistically significant (See

Table 9 for the sources of variation on these analyses).
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TABLE 8

ITlean for Each Hierarchical Level and Question for
the IMonchurch Affiliated Hospital
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TABLE 9

Sources of Variation for Disproportionate Analysis of

Variance on Data for Both Hospitals/Question

Degrees of Freedom

Source DF

Hospital 1

Response Group 3

Interaction of Hospital and
Response Group 3

Subject/Cell 370

Hierarchical Levels 5

Interaction of Hospital and
Hierarchical Levels 5

Interaction of Response Group
and Hierarchical Level 15

Interaction of Hospital and
Response Group and Hierarchical
Level ^^

Subject/Cell by Hierarchical
Level 1850
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The response group by question by hierarchical level

means are given in Tables 10 and 11 for each hospital

separately.

Distribution of Control

The control curves discussed in the preceding sections

describe control in the active sense, that is, the extent

to which hierarchically defined groups "exercise" control

in the hospitals. Passive control curves can also be drawn

according to the same principles which were used to draw

the active control curves. The vertical axis in the case

of the passive control curve represents the degree to which

each of the hierarchical levels is controlled, iiUhile the

active control curves tell how much control is exercised

by each level, the passive control curves describe the

extent to which each level is subjected to control within

each of the hospitals. The superimposition of the active

and passive control curves provides an important compari-

sont the extent to which each level exercises control com-

pared with the extent to which it is being controlled.

Figures 18 and 19 present such a comparison for the hos-

pitals under study.

These figures help to illustrate some of the analyses

which are possible through the use of the control graph

technique. For example in Figure 18 it is evident that

the active control curve conforms to the oligarchic model,

i.e., control decreases as one goes down the hierarchy.
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This is true except for the hospital administrator who is

perceived as having more influence than the governing body.

It is also evident from Figure 18 that the passive control

curve is relatively flat, illustrating that each level is

being controlled about equally. However, the governing

body, the hospital administrator and the directors of

various services exercise more control than they are sub-

ject to, while the department heads the first line super-

visors and the nonsupervisory employees are subject to

more control than they exercise. Consequently the roles

of the governing body, the hospital administrator and the

directors of various services within this hospital are

perceived as being primarily ones of active control; that

of the others as being on the receiving end of the control

process. The results presented here offer a contrasting

picture to that found by Tannenbaum in a large voluntary

4
organization. In that study it was found that both active

and passive control curves increased with hierarchical

ascent. Upper levels in the voluntary group were judged

to exercise more control than the rank and file, but they

were also found to be subject to a greater amount of con-

trol within the organization. This suggests one possible

difference in the patterns of control between such voluntary

types of organizations as the League of Women Voters of

the United States and the type hospitals discussed in this

paper.

Comparing the results obtained from the two hospitals
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one finds that the respondents from the nonchurch affili-

ated hospital perceived the control curves for their hos-

pital to have essentially the same patterns as that per-

ceived by the other respondents. See Figure 19, This

comparison also permits the observation of a number of basic

similarities that exists in the patterns of control in the

two hospitals. First, the active control curves for both

hospitals generally conform to the oligarchic pattern of

control. Secondly, the hospital administrator is perceived

of as having the greatest amount of active control in both

hospitals. Finally, in both cases the passive control

curves are relatively flatter than the active control

curves, a characteristic which has been hypothesized to be

general to most organizations.

Based on the results obtained from the questions on

active and passive control, both of the Null Hypotheses

for this area of the investigation are rejected. In this

sense, the receipt of control in these two organizations

is perceived as being a more general principle than the

exercise of control. Everyone, from the governing body to

the lowest employee is perceived as being subject to some

minimum of control. This generalization cannot be extended

to the distribution of active control. In this case,

certain levels are considered to exercise a great deal of

control while others are relatively powerless. As a result,

on the dimension of passive control, the "executive" and

the "rank and file" are more nearly equal than on the
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dimension of active control, a condition uihich Tannenbaum

and Georgopoulos found to be true in their study of formal

organizations in general.

Statistical Analyses

The same analysis of variance procedure is used on

the data for the distribution of control, as was used on

the data for the perceived and desired control analyses.

The questions (7-12 on Questionnaire Form A) should be

thought of as the amount of influence or active control the

particular hierarchical level has. The results are dis-

cussed below for each hospital separately. Responses to

the questions on distribution of control are found in

tabular form on Tables 35 through 48 in Appendix C,

Church affiliated hospital (Hospital A )

Generally there is no indication that the "response"

groups altered the pattern of response among the hier-

archical levels and questions. The overall "response"

group means differ statistically at the ,01 level. It

appears that this significance is caused by the low mean

for the nonsupervisory group. No explainable pattern

exists among the means.

The question by hierarchical level interaction is

highly significant (P "=,001), This says that the pattern

of influence (or active control) for the various hierarch-

ical levels is not the same for the different questions.
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No hierarchical group has equal influence on all hier-

archical levels (P <.001 for each hierarchical level).

Therefore the hypotheses of equal "active" control among

the hierarchical levels is rejected. See Table 12 for the

repeated measurements and Table 13 for the associated means.

Nonchurch affiliated hospital (Hospital B)

There is statistical evidence that the pattern of

response over the different questions and hierarchical

levels is not the same among the four response groups.

However, practically the data for the response groups

are quite similar. If one chooses to ignore the "response"

group effect, the same strong question by hierarchical

interaction becomes evident, as for the church affiliated

hospital. No hierarchical group has equal influence on

all hierarchical levels, therefore the hypothesis of equal

"active" control among the hierarchical levels is also

rejected for this hospital. See Table 14 for the repeated

measurements and Table 15 for the associated means.

Comparison betmeen hospitals/question (7-12)

Statistically the pattern of influence among the

hierarchical levels differs betuieen the hospitals on each

question except on the questions pertaining to the amount

of influence the directors of services and the department

heads have on what the other groups do (questions 9 and 10

on Questionnaire Form A). See Figures 20 and 21. However,
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Figure 20. Question by Hierarchical Level Means for

the Church Affiliated Hospital.

*These question numbers correspond to the questions

found on Questionnaire Form A.
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Figure 21. Question by Hierarchical Level Means for

the Nonchurch Affiliated Hospital,

These question numbers correspond to the questions
found on Questionnaire Form A.
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when looking at the complete picture (all questions) one

sees practically the same influence patterns between hos-

pitals. See Tables 59 through 65 in Appendix C for sta-

tistical tests.

Active vs, passive control

The active control curve tells how much control is

exercised by each level and the passive control curve de-

scribes the extent to which each level is subjected to

control by the other levels.

Tannenbaum in his research has used data in his reports

which correspond to the overall mean for each question as

the active control data and the overall mean for each hier-

archical level as the passive control data. Using this

approach one finds for the church affiliated hospital that

the active control for the governing body is 3.A1 while

its passive control mean is 2.49. UUhen all of these means

are compared for the church affiliated hospital one finds

that the active control mean is statistically larger than

the passive control mean for the governing body, the hos-

pital administrator and the directors of various services

at the .001, .001 and ,01 probability levels, respectively.

Also the passive control mean is significantly (P <.001)

larger than the active control mean at each of the three

lower hierarchical levels (See Table 13). The pattern of

differences between the active and passive control means

is the same for the nonchurch affiliated hospital as for
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the church affiliated hospital. However, all differences

at the nonchurch affiliated hospital are statistically

significant at the .001 level with exceptions for the

directors of various services and the department heads,

where the significant levels are ,05 and .01 respectively

(See Table 15).

Using Tannenbaum's approach as has been used throughout

the analysis one finds that there is essentially no sig-

nificant differences in the overall passive control patterns

among the hierarchical levels for both hospitals (See Tables

13 and 15). Therefore the hypothesis of unequal passive

control attributed to each hierarchical level is rejected

for both hospitals.

Note on active vs. passive control

Apparently Tannenbaum and others who have followed his

approach have chosen to ignore the fact that a particular

hierarchical level may have more active control over some

hierarchical levels than others. Likewise, the particular

level could be subjected to more control from some hier-

archical levels than others. In fact, it seems rather

unrealistic to expect parallel responses among the hier-

archical levels to the various questions. For example,

this would assume that the governing body exercises as

much control on itself (question 7 on Questionnaire Form A)

as the nonsupervisory employees exercise on the governing

body (question 12 on Questionnaire Form A). Similar
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statements can be made for other hierarchical levels.

It appears then that an alternate approach to this

comparison uiould be to simply compare the active and passive

means between each pair of hierarchical levels. For example,

the active control mean for the governing body on the hos-

pital administrator at the church affiliated hospital (4.29)

is compared with the passive control mean for the governing

body by the hospital administrator (3.75). Tables 16 and

17 compare all the data means with the differences, at each

hospital. Although the difference generally increases with

subsequent lower hierarchical levels, statistically the

active control mean is larger than the passive control mean

for every comparison at each hospital (P <.001). Possibly

this is an area in need of additional research but for the

purposes of this paper the results obtained by following

the method used by Tannenbaum and others are utilized and

reported.

Bases of Control and Satisfaction

Bases of control

Why do people comply with the requests of organiza-

6 7
tional "superiors?" Likert and Tannenbaum have suggested

that the processes underlying a system of high control and

its effects derive essentially from the satisfaction of the

ego motives of the individuals, such as the desire for

status, achievements, and acceptance. If their interpretation
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TABLE 16

Active vs. Passive Control lYleans, Plus Associated
Differences, at the Church Affiliated Hospital

Active Passive Active ifiean Passive (ftean Difference

GB* HA 4.29 3.75 0.54

DS 3.44 2.41 1.03

DH 3.28 l.aa 1.40

F5 2.72 1.42 1.30

N5 2.49 1.21 1.28

HA DS 3.92 2.69 1.23

DH 3.97 2.25 1.72

PS 3.72 1.65 2.07

NS 3.64 1.40 2.24

DS DH 2.93 2.27 0.66

FS 2.81 1.67 1.14

NS 2.78 1.39 1.39

DH FS 2.97 1.91 1.06

NS 3.07 1.61 1.46

FS IMS 2.58 1.63 0.95

SOURCEi Respondents from the church affiliated hospital,

Abbreviations are the same as those which have been

used throughout this chapter.

NOTEj Standard deviation of the difference between any

two different means from the table of question by hierar-

chical means(Table 13)= .0926 with OF = 3438. This error

term was obtained as a linear combination from the sources

of variation in the analysis of variance procedure.
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TABLE 17

Active vs. Passive Control IKleans, Plus Associated
Differences, at the IMonchurch Affiliated Hospital.

Active Passive Active fflean Passive fiflean Difference

GB*

HA

OS

OH

FS

HA
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is correct, then one uiould expect retward, referent,

and expert pouter to be the more important bases underlying

total control and its implications. In contrast, if the

more traditional Uleberian vieui is indeed correct, then the

more important bases of control and its effects would be

legitimate authority and the manipulation of rewards and

sanctions.

The research question which was designed to address

this particular concept is the one identified as question

20 on Questionnaire Form A, which is included in Appendix

B, The responses to this question are found in tabular

form on Tables 67 and 68 in Appendix C.

Table IB presents a ranking of the five bases of con-

trol for each of the hospitals. This ranking is based on

the combined responses of the participants. Excluded from

this part of the research were the governing body and the

medical staff.

The respondents from both hospitals agree that the

most important basis of supervisory control is expert con-

trol. There is some disagreement as to which is the second

most important basis of supervisory control but then there

is complete agreement as to what constitute the fourth and

fifth reasons for doing what their immediate supervisors

ask or suggest.

There is an advantage to this ranking procedure which

was required of the respondents, and that is that it forces

the respondent to discriminate among all the bases of
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control, rather than giving prominence to only one or two,

llfloreover, it helps the respondent to avoid confusing the

extent of his compliance with the reasons for doing so.

Table 19 depicts the mean ratings for the five bases

of control for each hospital and this helps clarify the

ranking in Table 18, Based upon this information it be-

comes evident that the two most important reasons for

complying with organizational supervisors in these two

hospitals are expert and legitimate control. Of lesser

importance are referent and reward control. Finally, the

least likely reason for compliance is coercive control.

Satisfaction
Q

Following the lead of Bachman, Smith and Slesinger

question 19 on Questionnaire Form A, found in Appendix B

was utilized to ask the respondents to indicate their

general level of satisfaction with the way their immediate

supervisors were doing their jobs. The responses to that

question are found in tabular form on Tables 69 and 70 in

Appendix C,

Table 20 presents the correlations between the five

bases of control and the measure of satisfaction with the

way supervisors were doing their jobs (See Tables 71-75 in

Appendix C, which support Table 20). The strongest and

most consistently positive correlations exist between

expert control and satisfaction with the way supervisors

were doing their jobs. This says that the level of
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TABLE IB

Ranking of the Bases of Control (Power)

Oroanization

Bases of A B

Control Church Affiliated Nonchurch Affil-
Hospital iated Hospital

Expert 1 1

Legitimate 3 2

Referent 2 3

Reward A 4

Coercive 5 5

SOURCE: Respondents from the church and nonchurch
affiliated hospitals.
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TABLE 19

Mean Ratings of Bases of Control (Power)*

Orqanization

Bases of A B

Control Church Affiliated Nonchurch Affil-
Hospital iated Hospital

Expert 4.26 4.10

Legitimate 3.82 4.00

Referent 3.19 3.05

Reward 2.01 2.12

Coercive 1.72 1.76

SOURCE: Respondents from the church and nonchurch
affiliated hospitals.

*A11 rating have been adjusted so that a value of 5.0
represents the highest possible rating, 1.0 represents the
lowest possible rating. Respondents in both organizations
used a ranking procedure.
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TABLE 2D

Correlations* with Satisfaction Hfleasures

• Organization

Bases of A B

Control Church Affiliated Nonchurch Affil-
Hospital iated Hospital
(l\l=13B) CN=138)

Expert +.656 +.735

Referent +.165 +.324

Legitimate -.127 -.172

Reward -.265 -.275

Coercive -.A77 -.650

SOURCE! Tables 71 through 75 in Appendix C.

*The Pearson product - moment correlation was used in

this study. The associated correlation coefficient (r) is

an index reflecting the degree of linear association between

two variables of interest. The index lies between -1 and

+1, inclusive. The +1 is associated with the ideal relation-

ship of the points lying on a straight line with one in-

creasing as the other increases. The -1 is associated with

one variable decreasing as the other increases in a straight

line.
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satisfaction tends to be related to the supervisor's level

of competence and good judgment. Conversely the most nega-

tive correlations exist between coercive control and satis-

faction with the uiay supervisors were doing their jobs. A

follow-on research project in this area would seemingly be

indicated to study the relationship between satisfaction

with the way supervisors do their jobs and the performance

of those they supervise.

Influence of the ffiedical Staff

liUhile this case-study was designed primarily to focus

on the overall institutional authority (control, influence)

line which originates with the governing body, certain

data were also gathered in an effort to explore several

facets of the influence of the medical staff in each organ-

ization. Previous research has demonstrated that the medi-

cal staff derives its influence primarily from professional

expertness and the high prestige, status, and power which

the physicians enjoy among patients and in the larger com-

9munity outside the hospital.

Perceived Control

When the participants from the church affiliated

hospital were ask how much influence the medical staff had

on how their hospital functioned - on how it was run and

how it operated, 64 percent indicated that the medical

staff had a "very great deal" or a "great deal" of
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influence on the functioning of their hospital. The corre-

sponding percentage from the participants of the nonchurch

affiliated hospital is 60 percent (See Tables 76 and 78 in

Appendix C.) When comparing these responses to those

previously obtained in reference to the influence of the

various hierarchical levels in each organization one finds

that only the governing body and the administrator were

perceived as being more influential than the medical staff.

For example in the church affiliated hospital 91 percent of

the respondents indicated that the administrator had a "very

great deal" or a "great deal" of influence on determining

policy or deciding on uuhat went on in their hospital, while

81 percent felt the governing body had that much influence.

The corresponding percentages for the nonchurch affiliated

hospital are 89 percent and 85 percent respectively. Thus,

the hospital administrator was seen by both groups of re-

spondents as being the most influential followed, in order

of decreasing influence, by the governing body and then the

medical staff. These findings support those previously

submitted by Georgopoulos and (Iflann,

Desired Control

Considering next the data about desired influence, or

the amount of influence the medical staff "should have" ac-

cording to the respondents, one finds that in both hospitals,

with the exception of the respondents from the medical staffs.
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all of the response groups perceived the medical staff as

having more influence than it "should have" (See Tables 77

and 79 in Appendix C), For example in the church affiliated

hospital 55 percent of the managerial respondents, 70 per-

cent of the supervisory respondents, 60 percent of the non-

supervisory respondents, and 50 percent of the medical staff

respondents perceived the medical staff as having a "very

great deal" or a "great deal" of influence on the func-

tioning of their hospital, while only 41 percent of the

managerial, 55 percent of the supervisory, 54 percent of the

nonsupervisory and 54 percent of the medical staff respon-

dents felt as though the medical staff "should have" that

much influence. In the nonchurch affiliated hospital the

corresponding percentages for the amount of influence which

the medical staff has on the functioning of the hospital

are 55 percent, 55 percent, 52 percent and 57 percent

respectively, and for the amount of influence the medical

staff "should have" 3D percent, 42 percent, 42 percent,

and 61 percent respectively. This disagreement as to the

amount of influence the medical staff has as compared to

what it should have, is considered to be a potential source

of tension between the medical staff and the governing body,

the administrator, and directors of various services, the

department heads as well as the first line supervisors and

should be the subject of a more detailed investigation to

ascertain the precise significance and consequences of

such disagreements.
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Active vs. Passive Control

Tables 80,81 and 82 found in Appendix C» present the

combined responses of the participants in reference to the

questions concerning the amount of active and passive con-

trol for the medical staff in each organization. Analyses

of these data revealed that in both organizations the med-

ical staffs were perceived of as exercising more control than

they were subjected to. This, of course, is at least par-

tially attributable to the fact that the physicians were

not employees of the hospitals and, consequently, the

hospitals did not have direct control over them on the

basis of conventional employer-employee considerations.

In the church affiliated hospital 53 percent of the

respondents perceived the medical staff as having only

"some" or "little or no" influence over the governing body,

yet 56 percent of them believed the medical staff to have

at least "quite a bit of influence" over the administrator.

Also they perceived of this influence increasing over the

other hierarchical levels to the point that 74 percent,

79 percent, 90 percent and 88 percent of the respondents

believed that the medical staff had at least that amount

of influence over the directors of various services, the

department heads, the first line supervisors and the non-

supervisory employees respectively. These percentages for

the nonchurch affiliated hospital are 64 percent, 50 percent,

75 percent, 80 percent, 80 percent and 82 percent respec-

tively.
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Ulhile the medical staffs in both hospitals were per-

ceived of as having a "great deal" of influence in each

organization, at the same time it was felt that they were

subject to only "some^* or "little or no" control within

that organization. In the church affiliated hospital for

example 58 percent of the respondents felt as though the

medical staff was subject to "some" or "little or no" con-

trol while only 26 percent believed that it was subject to

a "great deal" or a "very great deal" of control. The

corresponding percentages for the nonchurch affiliated

hospital are 59 percent and 25 percent respectively. This

finding coincides with and supports the earlier findings

of Georgopoulos and Wann who state that "in practice,

doctors are more responsible to their own staff organiza-

tion, rules, and standards than they are to the total

hospital organization,"

Summary

In summary then it can be stated that in these two

hospitals the medical staffs were perceived of as being

very influential groups which exercised more control within

the organizations than all of the response groups, except

for the participants from the medical staffs, thought they

"should have," Additionally, while they were perceived of

as exercising a "great deal" or a "very great deal" of con-

trol they were perceived of as only being subject to "some"

or "little or no" control, a condition which is conducive
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to the creation of tension between the medical staffs

and several levels of the organizational hierarchy within

each hospital. These general observations are intended

only to indicate that the influence of the medical staff

on how hospitals are run and how they are operated should

be the subject of a more detailed investigation and on a

larger scale.

Data for this part of the analyses were collected

through the use of the research questions which are identi-

fied as question numbers 13,14,15 and 16 on Questionnaire

Form A, which is included in Appendix B,
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CHAPTER VI

SUirillflARY , CONCLUSIONS, AND IITIPLICATIONS
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Summary

The process by which members determine or influence

how things get done in an organization has been the sub-

ject of extensive research in such organizations as unions,

voluntary associations, colleges, business and industrial

organizations. Yet despite its importance in today's

society, studies similar to the ones which have been

accomplished in these pther organizations, are practically

nonexistent for the hospital. Therefore this case-study,

using the successful methodology of the previously men-

tioned studies, was designed to accomplish, on a limited

basis, such a task. In particular its purpose was twofold.

First, was to compare the patterns of control by hierarch-

ical level in two nongovernmental, not-for-profit hospitals

(one church operated, the other nonchurch operated) to de-

termine what, if any, significant differences existed be-

tween the two. This was done by utilizing the control graph

approach to assesst (a) perceived vs. desired control and

(b) active vs. passive control. Second, was to determine

173
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the relationship between the perceptions of the individuals

at various hierarchical levels (using the French and Raven

fivefold typology) as to the bases of supervisory power

(influence, control) in each institution and then to

correlate these with their perceptions as to satisfaction

with the way immediate supervisors were doing their jobs.

Selection of the two hospitals, which were asked to

participate in the case-study, was accomplished by utiliz-

ing an extensive list of criteria which each was required

to meet in order to be considered. The primary difference

between the two chosen was that one was a church affiliated

and operated hospital while the other was not.

The hierarchical levels in each hospital from which

the participants were selected were as followst

1. Governing Body

2. Chief Executive Officer

3. Directors of Various Services

4. Department Heads

5. Unit managers and Other First Line Supervisory

Personnel.

6. Nonsupervisory Employees.

The sample size was such that it consisted of approxi-

mately 50 managerial personnel, 50 supervisory personnel,

50 nonsupervisory personnel and 50 members of the medical

staff.

Of the 400 individuals initially selected to partici-

pate in the study as respondents, 5 had left their
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respective hospitals permanently by the time the data were

collected. Excluding these, the actual number of possible

respondents From the two participating hospitals was 395,

Out of this total, 7 individuals were unreachable. By this

it is meant that they were indefinitely absent because of

illness or leave or they were on extended vacation or

travel and did not return in time to participate in the pro-

ject. Thus, the total number of available respondents from

the two hospitals combined turned out to be 388. All of

these individuals were given the opportunity to complete a

questionnaire and of the 388 available respondents, 378

finally completed their questionnaires, making the overall

net response rate attained by the study a very respectful

97,5 percent.

Three rather general methodological limitations had

their impact upon the study. First and perhaps the most

serious limitation of the research is found in the deliber-

ate restriction of the population of hospitals studied.

This study was confined to a case-study of two particular

hospitals. The primary purpose for doing this was to avoid

a great many methodological and theoretical difficulties

that would have been introduced as a result of the great

variance which exists in the broader population of hos-

pitals. Other reasons were also taken into consideration

before the decision was made to restrict the population of

hospitals to be covered. A second, and less serious,

limitation originates from the control graph approach to
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the study of organizational control. This approach relies

on the judgments of organization members for the measures

of control and organization members, it has been stated by

opponents of the approach, differ in their judgments about

control. However, in adopting this approach to the measure-

ment of control the assumption was made that organization

members as a group were able to provide reasonably, valid

and reliable data. While it can be argued that these

individuals differs in their judgment about control, it

is important to bear in mind that the reliability of the

measures is a function of the number of respondents chosen

from each of the organizations studied. Thus although

the reliability of scores based on an individual's re-

sponses may be low, median or averaged responses may be

quite stable. In most case, reliability can be improved

by increasing the number of informants. The fact that

individual respondents may be unsure of their answers and

that they may be in error does not in itself vitiate the

method, provided that respondents give better than chance

answers, that the errors are random, and that a sufficient

number of respondents are available. Experience with this

method suggests that in most cases a minimum of twenty-five

to fifty respondents per organizational unit are necessary.

In this study approximately fifty individuals were in each

of the four response groups from each hospital or stated

another way almost 200 respondents per hospital. The third

and final limitation is closely related to the stage of
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present-day theory concerning organizations* and to the

current state of social-psychological knowledge about the

phenomena with which this study was concerned. The better

the theoretical knowledge available, the more powerful,

more sensitive, and more refined the measures and tools of

analysis at the disposal of the scientist. Therefore, the

methodology used in this study was better in relation to

some of the areas and topics investigated than to others,

depending upon the theoretical foundations of each area.

Even with these limitations the approach used throughout

this project was considered to be more suitable than the

available alternatives for the measurement of the partic-

ular concepts with which this research was concerned.

Conclusions

On Patterns of Control

Based upon the research findings in Chapter V concern-

ing the various aspects of the patterns of control which

are addressed in this case-study, it is concluded that there

were no significant differences in the overall control pat-

terns in the two hospitals which participated in the study.

This conclusion is supported by the findings in each of the

areas of investigation which pertained to this concept.

These findings are summarized as followsi

(1) Prototypes, Both hospitals were perceived as

being characterized by an "autocratic" or "oligarchic"
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control structure. This is the model uuhere the curve falls

(i.e., control decreases)as one goes down the hierarchy.

(2) Desired Control. Both hospitals were visualized as

being in need of a more equalitarian distribution of con-

trol than that which existed in them.

(3) Perceived vs. Desired. There was a rather marked

imbalance between prevailing and desired patterns of influ-

ence in both institutions.

(4) Distribution of Control. The receipt of control

in both organizations was perceived of as being a more

general principle than the exercise of control, as evident

by the fact that the active control curves in both hospitals

generally conformed to the oligarchic pattern of control

while the passive control curves for both were relatively

flat.

There, of course, were some differences found in these

various areas of investigation but the overriding principle

in each area was considered to be that which has been

summarized in these rather broad statements. For a more

detailed discussion of the finding in each area the reader

should refer back to the particular area of investigation

as reported in Chapter V.

Finally it is interesting to note that all three Null

Hypotheses concerning the various patterns of control were

rejected in both hospitals.

On the Bases of Supervisory Control and Satisfaction
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With regard to the question of why people comply with

the requests of organizational superiors it is concluded

that in these two institutions, out of the five bases of

supervisory control measured, the single most important

reason was because subordinates respected the competence

and good judgment of their superiors (expert control). The

least likely reason for compliance was because the super-

visors could apply pressure or penalize those who did not

cooperate (coercive control).

Additionally it is concluded that the strongest and

most consistently positive correlations existed between

expert control (influence, power) and satisfaction with

the way immediate supervisors were doing their jobs. Con-

versely the most negative correlations existed between

coercive control (influence, power) and satisfaction with

the way immediate supervisors were doing their jobs.

On the Influence of the nedical Staff

The medical staffs in both hospitals were perceived

of as being very influential groups which exercised more

control within each organization than was generally believed

they should. Additionally while they were perceived of as

exercising "a great deal" of control, it was the opinion

of the majority of the participants that they were subject

to only "some" control within the organization, a condition

which is considered to be a potential source of tension be-

tween the medical staffs and various levels of the organi-

zational hierarchies.
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Implications for Further Research

Patterns of Control

This and other studies have demonstrated the versa-

tility of the control graph approach to the study of organ-

izational control. It is suggested that:

1. It provides a convenient device for characterizing

and thinking about control in social systems.

2. It provides a method of description which is both

quantitative and conceptually meaningful.

3. It illustrates the importance of several aspects

of control in organizations.

4. It is one approach to the comparative study of

organizations with the advantages of being a general,

quantitative technique with conceptual as well as opera-

tional potentialities.

5. It opens up to the process of scientific testing

a number of hypotheses that have been discussed primarily

in speculative terms.

While this case-study was of necessity restricted in

scope to the study of two nongovernmental, not-for-profit

hospitals it is believed much could be gained from research

on a broader scale into the patterns of control found in

the various categories of hospitals, i.e. ,
governmental,

nongovernmental, for-profit, not-for-profit, general,

special, long-term, short-term, etc,. Item 4 above suggests

that the control graph approach can be used for the
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comparative study of organizations, Why not a comparative

study of the patterns of control in the various types of

hospitals? Why not a study of sufficient scope as to

permit broad generalizations about the patterns of control

in hospitals in general? These are interesting and yet

very challenging questions twhich can and should be answered

so that administrators and other health care officials

might become better informed on the nature of the organi-

zations they are called upon to manage, as effectively and

efficiently as possible.

Bases of Control

Recent research has indicated that there is a direct

relationship between the amounts of control exercised by

members at all organizational echelons, higher performance

and increased satisfaction. Are there ways in which satis-

faction and the amount of control exercised by members at

various organizational echelons (especially the lower lev-

els) can be increased in hospitals? If so, then what is

needed to implement them and how are they related to the

perceived bases of supervisory control? Certainly these

are areas worthy of additional research.

Influence of the Wedical Staff

The influence of the medical staff on how hospitals

are run and how they are operated offers a lot of opportu-

nities for worthwhile research projects. For example, is
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there general disagreement as to the amount of influence

medical staffs have as compared to what members from the

various hierarchical levels think they should have? If so,

what is the precise significance and consequences of this

disagreement? Does it interfere with efficiency, and is

it a source of tension between medical staffs and various

levels of organizational hierarchies?

SUIYIIYIARY

With the demonstrated versatility of the control graph

approach to the study of organizational control many areas

that were previously discussed primarily in speculative

terms can now be subjected to empirical examination. This

statement is also true for the study of "control" in hos-

pitals, as attested to by this project and the areas which

it has identified as in need of additional research. While

this list of areas in need of additional research was not

intended to be an all inclusive list it certainly is sugges-

tive of a number of problems which should be amenable to

empirical tests.
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HOSPITAL CHARACTERISTICS

Church Affiliated Nonchurch Affiliated

* 21 - 10 - S Control, Service * 23 - 10 - S

and Stay

410 Beds 415

15,750 Admissions 16,100

340 Census 349

83,0 Occupancy 84.0

44 Bassinets 40

1,535 Births 1,560

S9, 725, 000 Expense (Total) 59,425,000

$4,825,000 Payroll 85,080,000

1,000 Personnel 960

* A-1-9-10 Approvals * A-1-9-10

F-1-2-3-5- Facilities F-1 -2-3-5-7-8-

7-8-9-10-11- 9-10-11^12-15-16-

12-15-16-17-23- 17-23-27-34-41.

34-35-41.

The codes used in this comparison are the same as the
ones used in the "Key to List of Hospitals" found in the
1973 Guide Issue of Hospitals . Both hospitals lueret (1)
fully accredited by the Joint Commission on the Accredita-
tion of Hospitals; (2) administrated by a chief executive
officer under a policy-making body at the local level known
as the governing bodyj and (3) located in the same state,
with the same type of environment (urban). Additionally the
medical staffs of both hospitals consisted of approximately
150 physicians, about 50 of whom were full-time. Essentially
the same specialty services were available in each hospital
with both being primarily concerned with patient care as
opposed to research and/or teaching functions.
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Comment

This appendix contains a sample of the cover letter,

the additional instructions, and the questionnaire that

were distributed to each of the respondents. Distribution

and collection were made as discussed in Chapter IV,
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SAIYIPLE COVER LETTER

TOj All Concerned

RE: Attached Questionnaire and Instructions

The research project being completed by iviajor B.H, Corum,
as a part of the requirements to complete his doctorate
work in Management at the University of Florida, is one
that could be of considerable assistance to hospital
managers in meeting some of the problems we face today.

Because of this, and because of my desire to cooperate with
lYlajor Corum, I would like for you to take the time neces-
sary to fill out the attached questionnaire and return it

for transmittal to lYlajor Corum. It is not necessary that
you be identified. In fact, (Ylajor Corum is insistent that
no individual or hospital be identified in any of this
data.

Thank you in advance for your assistance.
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ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS

To Each Respondent

This research project has been coordinated with your

Hospital Administrator. I have assured him/her that com-

plete anonymity will be maintained throughout the study and

that any information which you provide will be kept in

strictest confidence.

Definition: In this project a Unit Manager is con-

sidered to be a coordinator of activities within the depart-

ment, a controller of materials and costs and supervisor

of administrative personnel. A Unit manager is referred

to in some hospitals as a service manager, administrative

coordinator or administrative assistant. Regardless of the

title used the important thing to remember is that a Unit

manager serves in a staff capacity to the Department Head.

Return the completed questionnaire to

as soon as possible but in no case should it be later than

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.

B.H. Corum

Doctoral Candidate

University of Florida
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SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE

Instructions

In this decade of the twentieth century, the hospital

system is rapidly undergoing a change in philosophy; hos-

pital organization and management are changing with each

advance in medical science. Dr. Reginald W. Revans suggests

"that those in charge of hospitals are the persons best

fitted to pursue research into the operational problems of

hospital management." "To do this they may need the help

of social scientists. If hospital administrators are to

use what the external research worker has to say to them,

they should both intellectually and emotionally understand

his approach, his methods, his criteria, his austerity.

This they will do best when they themselves are closely

joined in research into their own problems."

This research project is designed to help me, a pro-

fessional hospital administrator, accomplish the above

stated objectives. Your cooperation in this project is

gratefully appreciated. The information which you provide

will be kept in strictest confidence and will be available

to no one except me, the researcher. The questionnaire

is so designed as to maintain complete anonymity. In

addition, it is also designed to require only a minimum of
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your precious time. Questions numbers 1 through 19 and

number 21 require only that. you check the appropriate

blanks. Question number 20 has its own instructions.

Please complete each question on your own time and without

any discussion with anyone else,

B.H. Corum

Doctoral Candidate

University of Florida
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Questionnaire Form A

1, How long have you been connected with this hospital?
(Check one)

1) Less than one year
[2) Between one and three years
3) Between three and five years
[a) Between five and ten years
(5) More than ten years

2, How long have you been in your present position?
(Check one)

Less than one year
Between one and three years
Between three and five years
Between five and ten years
More than ten years

3, What is your educational background? (Check the highest
completed)

^1) Some high school
[2) High school graduate
3) Some college
'4) College graduate
[5) Advanced degree (rn.S., Ph.D., W.D., DD,, etc.)

4. Which of the following groups best categorizes your
present position with the hospital? (Check one)

1) Hospital Administrator (Executive Director, etc.)
[2) Director of a Service
3) Department Head
^4) Unit Manager
,5) Other Supervisory Position
(6) Nonsupervisory Position

5. In general, how much say or influence do you feel each
of the following groups have on determining policy and
deciding on what goes on in your hospital? (Check one
for each group)
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uestionnaire Form A, Page 2
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Questionnaire Form A, Pag
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Questionnaire Form A, Page 4

Question 7 continued
Little
or no
influ-
ence

Nonsupervisory
Employees
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Questionnaire Form A, Page 5

9, In general, hoiu much say or influence do the Directors
of Various Services have on what the following groups
do in your hospital? (Check one for each group)

Little
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Questionnaire Form A, Pag
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Questionnaire Form A, Page 7

Question 11 continued
Little
or no
influ-
ence

The Depart-
ment Heads

Unit Managers
and Other Super-
visory Personnel

Nonsupervisory
Employees
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Questionnaire Form A, Page 8

13, In general, how much influence do you think the Wedical
Staff has on how your hospital functions - on how it is
run and how it operates? (Check one)

1) Little or no influence
^2) Some influence
3) Quite a bit of influence
^4) A great deal of influence
,5) A very great deal of influence

14, In general, how much influence do you think the Medical
Staff should have on how your hospital functions - on
how it is run and how it operates? (Check one)

1) Little or no influence
^2) Some influence
3) Quite a bit of influence
J4) A great deal of influence
,5) A very great deal of influence

15, In general how much say or influence does the Pfledical
Staff have on what the following groups do in your
hospital? (Check one for each group)

Governing Body
(Board of Direc-
tors, Trustees)

Your Hospital
Administrator
(Executive Di-
rector, etc.)

The Directors
of Various Ser-
vices

The Depart-
ment Heads

Unit Managers
and Other Super-
visory Personnel

Little
or no
influ-
ence

Some
influ-
ence

Quite a A great A very
bit of deal of great
influ- influ- deal of
ence ence influ-

ence
3 4 5
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Questionnaire Form A, Page 9

Question 15 continued

Little Quite a A great A very
or no Some bit of deal of great
influ- influ- influ- influ- deal of
ence ence ence ence influ-

ence
1 2 3 4 5

Nonsupervisory
Employees

16. In general, how much say or influence do the following
groups have on what the Medical Staff does in your
hospital? (Check one for each group)

Little Quite a A great A very
or no Some bit of deal of great
influ- influ- influ- influ- deal of
ence ence ence ence influ-

ence
1 2 3 4 5

Governing Body
(Board of Direc-
tors, Trustees)

Your Hospital
Administrator
(Executive Di-
rector, etc.)

'

The Directors
of Various Ser-
vices

The Depart-
ment Heads -

Unit Managers
and Other Super-
visory Personnel .

Nonsupervisory
Employees

17, How good is your immediate supervisor in planning,
organizing and scheduling work ahead of time? (Check
one)

(1) He/She is excellent
(2) He/she is guite good
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Questionnaire Form A, Page 10

Question 17 continued

3) He/she is good •

|4) He/She is poor
^5) He/she is very poor
6) I don't know

18. To what extent do you have confidence and trust in the

supervisors in your hospital? (Check one)

1^ To a very great extent
|2) To a great extent
's) To an average extent
|4) Very little
5) I don't trust them at all
\6) Undecided

19. All things considered, how satisfied are you with the

way your immediate supervisor is doing his/her job?

(Check one)

(1) Very dissatisfied
(2) Somewhat dissatisfied
(3) A Little satisfied
(4) Fairly satisfied
(5) Very satisfied
(6) Undecided

20. Listed below are five reasons generally given by people
when they are asked why they do the things their supe-

riors suggest or want them to do. Please read all five
carefully. Then number them according to their impor-
tance to you as reasons for doing the things your
immediate supervisor suggests or wants you to do. Give
rank "1" to the most important factor, "2" to the next,

etc. "I do the things my immediate supervisor suggests
or wants me to do because:

A. "I admire him for his personal qualities and want to

act in a way that merits his respect and admiration;"

B, "I respect his competence and good judgment about
things with which he is more experienced than I 5"

C, "He can give special help and benefits to those who
cooperate;"

D, "He can apply pressure or penalize those who do not
cooperate;"

E. "He has a legitimate right, considering his position,
to expect that his suggestions will be carried out,"
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Questionnaire Form A, Page 11

21. Wy immediate supervisor is: (Check one)

(1) The Hospital Administrator
(2) A Director of a Service
(3) A Department Head

iger
)ther supervisory category

(4) A Unit manager
(5) Among the 0I

Thank you for your time and your kind cooperation in

this research project.

B.H. Corum
Doctoral Candidate
University of Florida
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TABLE 25

Response Group Hfleans - Church Affiliated Hospital

Response Group
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TABLE 26

[Klean For Each Question By Response Group - Church Affil-
iated Hospital

Response Group
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TABLE 28

Question and Hierarchical Level lYleans -Church Affiliated
Hospital

Hierarchical Levels
Question gB ^ OS UB Tl ITS"

Number 5 4.2406 4.4011 3.2246 2.8396 1.8877 1.4920

Number 6 3.9947 4.3359 3.5080 3.4118 2.5722 2.2406

Standard deviation of difference between question means
for a given hierarchical level = 6.01473-002. Degrees of
freedom = 1018.7.

Standard deviation of difference between hierarchical
level means for a given question = 7.82640-002. Degrees of

freedom = 1483.7.
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TABLE 30

Response Group Ilfleans - Nonchurch Affiliated Hospital

Response Group Subjects N fflean

managerial (1) 46

Supervisory (2) 48

Nonsupervisory (3) 50

medical Staff (4) 47

SOURCE: Original data.

552
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TABLE 31

IKlean For Each Question By Response Group - Nonchurch
Affiliated Hospital

Response Group
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TABLE 33
Question and Hierarchical Level lYleans - IMonchurch Affil-

iated Hospital

Hierarchical Levels .

Question GB HA 05 OH FS NS

Numbers 4.3089 4.3927 3.1518 2.7173 2.0785 1.5759

Number 6 3.9738 4.2880 3.5025 3.2461 2.5806 2.2565

Standard deviation of difference between question means

for a given hierarchical level = 5.37438-002, Degrees of

freedom = 941.7.

Standard deviation of difference between hierarchical
level means for a given question = 7.59546-002. Degrees of

freedom = 1574.2.
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TABLE 35

Combined Responses as to the Amount of Active Control
By Hierarchical Level - Church Affiliated Hospital

Amount of Control
Control Exer- Little Quite a A great A very
cised by the or no Some bit of deal of great
Governing control control control control deal of
Body over: control12 3 4 5

Governing
Body
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TABLE 36

Combined Responses as to the Amount of Active Control
By Hierarchical Level - Church Affiliated Hospital

' Amount of Control
Control Exer- Little Quite a A great A very
cised by the or no Some bit of deal of great
Administra- control control control control deal of
tor oven control12 3 4 5

Governing
Body
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TABLE 37

Combined Responses as to the Amount of Active Control
By Hierarchical Level - Church Affiliated Hospital

Amount of Control
Control Exer- Little Quite a A great A very
cised by the or no Some bit of deal of great
Directors of control control control control deal of

Various Ser- control
vices over: 1 2 3 4 5

Governing
Body
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TABLE 38

Combined Responses as to the Amount of Active Control
By Hierarchical Level - Church Affiliated Hospital

Amount of Control
Control Exer- Little Quite a A great A very
cised by the or no Some bit of deal of great
Department control control control control deal of
Heads over: control

1 2 3 4 5

Governing
Body
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TABLE 39

Combined Responses as to the Amount of Active Control
By Hierarchical Level - Church Affiliated Hospital
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TABLE 40

Combined Responses as to the Amount of Active Control
By Hierarchical Level - Church Affiliated Hospital

Amount of Control
Control Exer- Little Quite a A great A very
cised by Non- or no Some bit of deal of great
supervisory control control control control deal of

Employees control
overj 1 2 3 4 5

Governing
Body
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TABLE 41

Combined Responses as to the Amount of Passive Con-

trol By Hierarchical Level - Church Affiliated Hospital

Amount of Control Sub.jected to*

Hierarch- Little Quite a A great A very

ical Level or no Some bit of deal of great
control control control control deal of

control
1 2 3 4 5

Governing
Body
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TABLE 42

Combined Responses as to the Amount of Active Control

By Hierarchical Level - Nonchurch Affiliated Hospital
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TABLE 43

Combined Responses as to the Amount of Active Control
By Hierarchical Level - IMonchurch Affiliated Hospital

Amount of Control
Control Exer- Little Quite a A great A very
cised by the or no Some bit of deal of great
Administra- control control control control deal of
tor over: control

1 2 3 4 5

Governing
Body 5 31 43 72 40

Administra-
tor - 11 40 46 94

Directors of
Various Ser-
vices

Department
Heads

First Line
Supervisors 3

Nonsuper-
visory Em-
ployees 20 33 34 42 62

TOTALS 28 140 244 326 408

SOURCE: Respondents from the nonchurch affiliated
hospital. The research question to which these respondents
replied is identified as question number 8 on Questionnaire
Form A, which is included in Appendix B.

14
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TABLE 44

Combined Responses as to the Amount of Active Control

By Hierarchical Level - Nonchurch Affiliated Hospital

Amount of Control
Control Exer- Little Quite a A great A very

cised by the or no Some bit of deal of great

Directors of control control control control deal of

Various Ser- control

vices over: 1 2 3 4 5

Governing
Body
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TABLE 45

Combined Responses as to the Amount of Active Control
By Hierarchical Level - Nonchurch Affiliated Hospital
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TABLE 46

Combined Responses as to the Amount of Active Control
By Hierarchical Level - Nonchurch Affiliated Hospital

Amount of Control
Control Exer- Little Quite a A great A very
cised by First or no Some bit of deal of great
Line Super- control control control control deal of

visors oven control
1 2 3 4 5

Governing
Body
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TABLE 47

Combined Responses as to the Amount of Active Control
By Hierarchical Level - Nonchurch Affiliated Hospital

Amount of Control
Control Exer- Little Quite a A great A very
cised by the or no Some bit of deal of great
Nonsuper- control control control control deal of

visory Em- control,

ployees over: 1 2 3 4 5

Governing
Body
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TABLE 48

Combined Responses as to the Amount of Passive Con-
trol By Hierarchical Level - Nonchurch Affiliated Hospital

Amount of Control Subjected to*
Hierarchi- Little Quite a A, great A very
cal Level or no Some bit of deal of great

control control control control deal of
control12 3 4 5

Governing
Body
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TABLE 49

Response Group lYieans - Church Affiliated Hospital

Response Group
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TABLE 52

Question and Hierarchical Level ftleans - Church Affiliated
Hospital

Question
Hierarchical Levels

GB HA DS DH FS NS

Number 7 4.2A50 4.2888 3.4439 3.2781 2.7165 2.4866

Numbers 3.7487 4.0053 3.9198 3.9733 3.7219 3.5417

Number 9 2.4118 2.6898 2.9572 2.9251 2.8075 2.7807

Number 10 1.8770 2.2460 2.2674 2.6684 2.9679 3.0695

Number 11 1.4225 1.6471 1.6738 1.9091 2.2460 2.5775

Number 12 1.2139 1.4011 1.3904 1.5096 1.6310 1.7594

Standard deviation of difference between question means
for a given hierarchical level = 8.78757-002. Degrees of
freedom = 3013.8.

Standard deviation of difference between hierarchical
level means for a given question = 7.33771-002. Degrees of
freedom = 4953.6.
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TABLE 54

Response Group IKleans - Monchurch Affiliated Hospital

Response Group
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TABLE 57

Question and Hierarchical Level lYleans - IMonchurch Affil-

iated Hospital

Question ur "HTT

Hierarchical Levels
—rra m FT Us"

Number 7 4.4398 4.2408 3.2775 3.0314 2.5492 2.2984

Number 8 3.5812 4.1675 4.0528 3.9791 3.6754 3.4869

Number 9 2.2827 2.6806 3.1257 3.0576 2.9372 2.8429

Number 10 1.8534 2.3037 2.3927 2.9476 3.1937 3.2565

Number 11 1.4555 1.6545 1.8272 2.0942 2.6073 2.8848

Number 12 1.2199 1.4660 1.5602 1.8115 1.8796 2.2775

Standard deviation of difference between question means
for a given hierarchical level = 9.44059-002. Degrees of

freedom = 3625.9,

Standard deviation of difference between hierarchical
level means for a given question = 8.32373-002. Degrees of

freedom = 5115.6.
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TABLE 67

Number of Responses by Priority for Each of the Five
Bases of Control - Church Affiliated Hospital

Bases of Control
Response Pri- Referent Expert Reward Coercive Legit-
Group ority imate

A B C D E

iriANAGER-
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TABLE, 57 continued

Bases of Control
Response Pri- Referent Expert Reward Coercive Legit-
Group ority imate

A B C D E

TOTALS
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TABLE 68

Number of Responses by Priority for Each of the Five
Bases of Control - Nonchurch Affiliated Hospital

Bases of Control
Response Pri- Referent Expert Reward Coercive Legit-
Group ority imate

A B C D E

MANAGER-
IAL
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TABLE 68 continued

Bases of Control
Response Pri- Referent Expert Reward Coercive Legit-
Group ority imate

A B C D E

TOTALS
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TABLE 69

Number of Responses as to Satisfaction With the Way
Immediate Supervisors Were Doing Their Jobs by Response
Group - Church Affiliated Hospital
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TABLE 70

Number of Responses as to Satisfaction With the Way
Immediate Supervisors Were Doing Their Jobs by Response
Group - Nonchurch Affiliated Hospital
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TABLE 71

Correlation Coefficients
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TABLE 72

Correlation Coefficients

Responses to
Hos- Level Bases of Control (Expert)
pital of sat-

isfac-
tion

Totals

A
Church 1

Affiliated
2

3

4

5

B

Nonchurch 1

Affiliated
2

3

4

5

Both 1

2

3

4

5

29
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TABLE 74

Correlation Coefficients
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TABLE 75

Correlation Coefficients

Responses to
Hos- Lev/el Bases of Control (Legitimate)
pital of sat- ., „ _ . n t l »^

. p„„ 1 2 3 4 5 Totalsisfac-
tion

A

Church 1

Affiliated

B

Nonchurch 1

Affiliated
2

3

4

5

Both 1

2

3

4

5

3
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TABLE 76

Responses as to the Amount of Control the Medical Staff
has on How the Hospital Functions - Church Affiliated Hos-
pital

Amount of Control
Response Little Quite a A great A very
Group or no. Some bit of deal of great

control control control control deal of
control

1 2 3 4 5

MANAGERIAL
(N=44) 1 3 11 20 9

SUPERVISORY
(N=50) - 5 10 24 11

NOIMSUPER-
VISORY
(N=48) 1 7 11 19 10

IVIEDICAL

STAFF
(N=45) 1 3 14 14 13

TOTALS
(N=187) 3 18 46 77 43

SOURCE: Respondents from the church affiliated hos-
pitalt The research question to which these, respondents
replied is identified as question number 13 on Question-
naire Form A, which is included in Appendix B.
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TABLE 77

Responses as to the Amount of Control the lYIedical Staff
Should Have on How the Hospital Functions - Church Affili-
ated Hospital

Amount of Control
Response Little Quite a A great A very
Group or no Some bit of deal of great

control control control control deal of
control

1 2 3 4 5

MANAGERIAL
(N=44) 3 9 14 12 6

SUPERVISORY
(N = 50) - 7 15 20 8

NONSUPER-
UISORY
(N=48) - 4 18 16 10

(TIEDICAL

STAFF
(N=45) - 4 12 16 13

TOTALS
(N=187) 3 24 59 64 37

SOURCE: Respondents from the church affiliated hos-
pital. The research question to which these respondents
replied is identified as question number 14 on Question-
naire Form A, which is included in Appendix B.
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TABLE 78

Responses as to the Amount of Control the Wedical Staff
has on How the Hospital Functions - Nonchurch Affiliated
Hospital

Amount of Control
Response Little Quite a A great A very
Group or no Some bit of deal of great

control control control control deal of
control

1 2 3 4 5

MANAGERIAL
(N=46) - 1 15 22 8

SUPERVISORY
(N=48) - 2 19 15 12

NONSUPER-
VISORY
(N=50) 1 8 10 21 10

MEDICAL
STAFF
(N=47) - 7 13 16 11

TOTALS
(N=19l) 1 18 57 74 41

SOURCE: Respondents from the nonchurch affiliated
hospital. The research question to which these respondents
replied is identified as question number 13 on Questionnaire
Form A, which is included in Appendix B,
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TABLE 79

Responses as to the Amount of Control the medical
Staff Should Have on How the Hospital Functions - Non-
church Affiliated Hospital

Amount of Control
Response Little Quite a A great A very
Group or no Some bit of deal of great

control control control control deal of
control12 3 4 5

WANAGERIAL
(N=46) ,1 12 19 10 4

SUPERVISORY
(N=48) - 11 17 13 7

NONSUPER-
VISORY
(N=50) - 14 15 16 5

WEDICAL
STAFF
(N=47) - 7 11 17 12

TOTALS
(N=191) 1 44 62 56 28

SOURCE: Respondents from the nonchurch affiliated
hospital. The research question to which these respondents
replied is identified as question number 14 on Questionnaire
Form A, which is included in Appendix B.
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TABLE BO

Combined Responses as to the Amount of Active Control
Exercised by the lYIedical Staff - Church Affiliated Hospital

Amount of Control
Control Exer- Little
cised by the or no Some
Wedical Staff control control
oven

1 2

Quite a A great A very
bit of deal of great
control control deal of

control
3 4 5

Governing
Body
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TABLE 81

Combined Responses as to the Amount of Active Control
Exercised by the Medical Staff - Nonchurch Affiliated Hos-
pital
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TABLE 82

Combined Responses by Organization as to the Amount
of Passive Control Exerted upon the Medical Staff



APPENDIX D



SUPPLEiriENTAL ANALYSIS

Introduction

As was mentioned in Chapter V there are those who

believe that data gathered by questions of the nature used

in this study can only be measured on a nominal or ordinal

scale and consequentially should be analyzed by the use of

nonparametric methods. Therefore the purpose of this

supplemental analysis is to demonstrate houi such an approach

can be used and still arrive at the same conclusions as with

the parametric methods which were used in Chapter V.

This study was designed to explore several facets of

influence among six hierarchical levels in two hospitals.

In this supplemental analysis only the responses to the

"Amount of perceived control by hierarchical level" was con-

sidered. The data were collected by the use of the re-

search question which is identified as number 5 on Question-

naire Form A which is found in Appendix B. Responses to

this question were recorded on a five-point scale (1-5).

A copy of the results for each of four response groups -

for each hospital is found in Appendix C on Tables 21 or 22.

In this supplemental analysis it was of interest to

know whether or not the amount of perceived control attributed

291
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to each hierarchical level was equal. In addition it was

of interest to see whether or not the four response groups

agreed on the level of perceived control; each hierarchical

exercised.

Statistical Analysis

The data were analyzed as follows. First, for the

governing body level separately, the data were tabulated

for the four response groups. See Contingency Tables 1 and

2 (Tables 83 and 84). Next, a chi-square procedure was used

to test the Null Hypothesis that the relative frequencies

among the levels of perceived control were the same for all

four response groups. The testing results showed no sig-

nificant differences among the four response groups as to

the amount of control the "governing body" actually has.

That is, the four response groups were generally in good

agreement as to the amount of control that the "governing

body" actually has. The same was true for each of the

five remaining hierarchical levels. See Contingency Tables

3-12 (Tables 85-94),

Finally, since all response groups were in agreement

as to the amount of control that each hierarchical level

has, additional contingency tables were prepared which

compared the responses among the six hierarchical groupings

using the totals of 187 and 191 responses. See Contingency

Tables 13 and 14 (Tables 95-96), In these tables the data

were treated as though a different 187 or 191 subjects were
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sampled for each hierarchical level. Statistical testing

on the data in Contingency Tables 13 and 14 rejected the

initial hypothesis of equal control among the hierarchical

levels (P <,001). The data also indicated that control

decreased as one moves down the hierarchical levels. In-

terestingly, these are the same results that were obtained

by the use of the parametric methods described in Chapter

V.
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TABLE 83

Contingency Table 1 (Church Affiliated Hospital)

Project: Governing Body

Row IDi Number of Levels =4

Column IDs Number of Levels =4

Observed Data

Amount of Control
Response Little Quite Great Very Total
Groups a bit deal great

Some deal
1 2 3 4

2 6 8 28 44

3 6 16 25 50

Managerial
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TABLE 84

Contingency Table 2 (Nonchurch Affiliated Hospital)

Project: Governing Body

Row ID: Number of Levels =4

Column ID: Number of Levels =4

Observed Data

Amount of Control
Response
Groups
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TABLE 85

Contingency Table 3 (Church Affiliated Hospital)

Projectt Administrator

Roui IDs Number of Levels = 4

Column ID: Number of Levels =3

Observed Data

Amount of Control
Response
Groups
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TABLE 86
Contingency Table 4 (Nonchurch Affiliatecj Hospital)

Projectj Administrator

Row ID: Number of Levels = 4

Column ID: Number of Levels = 3

Observed Data

Amount of Control
Response
Groups
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TABLE 87

Contingency Table 5 (Church Affiliated Hospital)

Projectj Directors of Various Services

Row ID: Number of Levels = 4

Column IDj Number of Levels = 4

Observed Data

Amount of Control
Response
Groups
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TABLE 88

Contingency Table 6 (Nonchurch Affiliated Hospital)

Project: Directors of Various Services

Row IDj Number of Levels = 4

Column ID: Number of Levels = 4

Observed Data

Amount of Control
Response
Groups
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TABLE 89

Contingency Table 7 (Church Affiliated Hospital)

Project: Department Heads

Row ID: Number of Levels =4

Column ID: Number of Levels = 5

Observed Data

Amount of Control
Response
Groups
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TABLE 90

Contingency Table 8 (iMonchurch Affiliated Hospital)

Project: Department Heads

Row IOj Number of Levels =4

Column IDj Number of Levels = 4

Observed Data

. Amount of Control
Response
Groups
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TABLE 91

Contingency Table 9 (Church Affiliated Hospital)

Project: First Line Supervisors

Row ID: Number of Lev/els = 4

Column ID: Number of Levels = 4

Observed Data

Amount of Control
Response Little Some Quite Great Deal Total
Groups a bit ,, »„ ^.^ Very great

deal12 3 4

Managerial
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TABLE 92

Contingency Table 10 (iMonchurch Affiliated Hospital)

Project: First Line Supervisors

Row ID: Number of Levels = 4

Column ID: Number of Levels = 4

Observed Data

Response
Groups

Amount of Control
Little Quite Great Very Totals

+ a bit deal great
Some deal12 3 4

Managerial (l)

Supervisory (2)

Nonsuper-
visory (3)

Medical Staff (4)

TOTAL

(0-E) Residuals

1

1 1.87

2 2,30

3 -1.27

4 -2.91

Chi Square = 10.227

Probability = .3324

38

40

38

34

150 24 11

2
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TABLE 93

Contingency Table 11 (Church Affiliated Hospital)

Project: Nonsuperv/isory Employees

Row ID: Number of Levels = 4

Column ID: Number of Levels = 3

ObservetJ Data

Amount of Control
Response
Groups
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TABLE 94

Contingency Table 12 (Nonchurch Affiliated Hospital)

Project: Nonsupervisory Employees

Row IDs Number of Lev/els = 4

Column ID; Number of Levels » 4

Observed Data

Amount of Control
Response
Groups
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TABLE 95

Contingency Table 13 (Church Affiliated Hospital)

Project J Totals Hierarchical Levels

Row ID: Number of Levels = 6

Column ID; Number of Levels = 5

Observed Data

Amount of Control
Hierar- Little Some Quite Great Very Total
chical a bit deal great
Levels deal12 3 4 5

Governing
Body (1) 3 9 24 55 96 187

Administra-
tor (2)

Directors (3)

Department
Heads (4)

First Line
Supervisors (5)

Nonsuper-
visory (6)

TOTALS 192 258 233 220 219 1122

(0-E) Residuals

1 2 3 3 5

1 -29.00 -34.00 -14.83 18.33 59.50

2 -31.00 -42.00 -23.83 38.33 58.50

3 -29.00 -7.00 40.17 17.33 -21.50

4 -23.00 20.00 38.17 -11.67 -23.50

1
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TABLE 95 Continued

(O-E) Residuals

1 2 3 4 5

5 32.00 45.00 -11.83 -28.67 -36.50

6 80.00 18.00 -27.83 -33.67 -36.50

Chi Square = 993.028 DF =20

Probability = .0000
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TABLE 96

Contingency Table 14 (Nonchurch Affiliated Hospital)

Project: Totals Hierarchical Levels

Row IDj Number of Levels = 6

Column IDt Number of Levels = 5

Observed Data

Amount of Control
Hierar- Little Some Quite Great Very Total
chical a bit deal great
Levels deal12 3 4 5

Governing
Body (1) 3 . 4 23 62 99 191

Administra-
tor (2)

Directors (3)

Department
Heads (4)

First Line
Supervisors (5)

Nonsuper-
visory (6)

TOTALS 172 293 235 212 234 1146

(O-E) Residuals

12 3 4 5

1 -25.67-44.83-16.17 26.67 60.00

2 -27.67 -47.83 -19.17 33.67 61.00

3 -23.67 -10.83 45.83 13.67 -25.00

4 -19.67 31.17 30.83 -15.33 -27.00

1
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TABLE 95 continued

(D-E) Residuals

1 2 3 4 5

5 20.33 52.17-15.17-24.33 -33.00

6 76.33 20.17 -26.17 -34.33 -36.00

Chi Square = 989.929 OF = 20

Probability = .0000
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